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SLO development may worsen water shortage
By Tara Giambalvo
staff Writar
San Luis Obispo will face a 
severe water shortage, a coun­
cilman said, if developers depend 
too heavily on the state water 
project.
Allen K. Settle said Tuesday 
that it is unlikely the city will be 
able to afford the project.
The state water project would 
transfer water from Northern 
California through the California 
Aqueduct to Southern California.
“ 1 am concerned that we may 
be operating under the assump­
tion that state water will be 
available to us in the next 10 
years,” he said. ‘T m  not con­
vinced that state water will be 
available to us ... because it is 
very likely that Santa Barbara 
may reject (the project). If they
*Any city, including 
San Luis Obispo, 
should live within its 
means. And that 
means live within its 
resource capacity. We 
are essentially at our 
water and sewer limits 
right now.*
— Allen Settle
do, we can’t afford it.”
The project is estimated to 
cost $1.6 million per mile. Settle 
said. That figure does not inicude 
pipelines into the city or treat­
ment of the water.
If Santa Barbara rejects their
portion of the project, San Luis 
Obispo will have to pay twice as 
much, if approved, he said.
” lf we can’t afford it,” he said, 
” we better plan a contingency 
plan to work without it.” 
Conservation, acquisition of 
ground water and use of the 
Nacimiento Reservoir are some 
contingencies, he said.
” Any city, including San Luis 
Obispo, should live within its 
means,” he said. ” And that 
means live within its resource 
capacity.”
” We are essentially at our 
water and sewer limits right 
now,” Settle said.
Annexation of land is not fea­
sible because of the city’s lack of 
water. Settle said in response to 
statements made by Mayor Ron 
Dunin last month.
Dunin said he favored annexa-
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Foreign exchanges emphasized
By Michelle Bouchet
staff Whtar
Cal Poly faculty listed student 
and instructor exchange high on 
the list of international programs 
which need greater emphasis, ac­
cording to a recent survey.
“ The departments are clear on 
what we (the university) should 
be doing, but they also agree we 
aren’t doing much,” said Jon 
Ericson, interim director of In­
ternational Program Plann­
ing. Ericson conducted the 
survey in January after the 
Council on International Educa­
tio n a l E xchange re leased  
“ Educaiing for Global Com­
petence,” a report on the status 
of international study in the 
United States.
The report stated that Ameri­
can college students and faculty 
were far more ignorant of other 
countries and cultures than their 
contemporaries overseas. The 
report said failure of the United 
States to increase its knowledge
of other countries could diminish 
its world status.
Participation in international 
programs should be increased by 
10 percent over the next five 
years with further increases in 
the future, the report recom­
mended.
Several international programs 
are available to students through 
the university of which the Lon­
don Study program is the best 
known. Students and faculty can 
spend a quarter in London at­
tending classes and traveling.
“ One hundred fifty to 160 stu­
dents from all majors participate 
in London Study each year,” said 
Ericson. “ It’s like a little Cal 
Poly in London.”
Another program, modeled 
after the success of London 
Study, will begin in Paris this 
fall. The Paris program is spon­
sored by the foreign language 
department and has a require­
ment of one year of French 
language classes.
A year-long program is offered
by the California State Universi­
ty system. It involves 16 coun­
tries throughout the world, and 
the student is taught by pro­
fessors of that country. Although 
some participating countries re­
quire knowledge of their 
language, some such as Australia 
and New Zealand do not, said
Don Floyd of the social science 
department.
For the last six years, Floyd 
has been involved in establishing
an international center on cam­
pus.
“ An international center would 
allow students and faculty to col­
lect information on a whole array 
of programs available to them,” 
said Floyd. “ Now the informa­
tion is scattered ail over the 
place.”
A two-year study is being con­
ducted by Ericson to determine
the feasibility of an international 
center on campus, said Floyd.
tion of land* as far as possible to 
the city so it could control 
development of that land.
But Settle disagreed.
“ It makes me very uncomfor­
table to talk annexation when 
we’re in the third year of a 
drought,” he said, “ when I’m 
wondering, ’Can we service the 
people we have here now?’ ”
“ You do not annex land to the 
city unless you have a reliable 
expectation that you will be able 
to service that land,” Settle said. 
“ And the annexation should take 
place at the time the develop­
ment proposal is requested, not 
prior to the development pro­
posal.”
But before an annexation pro­
posal reaches the council, he said, 
the county Board of Supervisors 
must approve it.
“ The county has always been
more relaxed on the standards of 
growth,” he said. “ It is of con­
cern that the county will permit 
development of land either 
within or next to the urban 
reserve line before it’s ready to 
be serviced.”
The urban reserve line is a 
boundary around the city ex­
pected to become a part of the 
city in 20 years.
“ I feel strongly that a city 
should not be stampeded into
simply annexing som ething 
because they’re afraid the county
will do something with the land if 
they don’t,” he said.
Settle said the council should 
not try to stop all growth.
See WATER, page 3
Monterey St. rezoning 
gets Council approval
Creek protection prompts local concern
By Shanna Phillips
Staff Writar
The City Council approved the 
Planning Commission’s recom* 
mendation to adjust the bound­
ary line between commercial and 
open space areas along Monterey 
Street Tuesday night.
The area affected is near the 
1865 Restaurant, Quality Suites, 
the Apple Farm and other com­
mercial buildings from 1631 to 
2223 (the odd numbers) along 
Monterey Street, which run 
parallel to San Luis Creek.
“ The main focus for rezoning is 
the S designation,” said Dave 
Moran, city planner.
The S designation refers to 
special considera tions and 
specific design criteria for new 
construction in that area. “ The 
two main criteria for new con­
struction is to protect the creek 
and to help mitigate potential 
nuisances against any further 
problems,” said Moran.
The nuisances that have been 
created are a result of commer­
cial buildings occupying one side 
of the creek and residential hous­
ing occupying the other.
San Luis Drive runs along the 
other side of the creek. Resident 
Joan Roberts lives behind the 
1863 restaurant and said she is 
constantly disturbed by people 
yelling in the parking lot and car 
doors slamming. “ I think we 
need to keep the creek as a buffer 
zone,” she said.
The possibility of hedges or 
trees being planted was a sug­
gestion.
Councilmember Penny Rappa 
expressed concerns for the safety 
of the creek. “ I’m not sure that 
we have fully evaluated the en­
vironmental impacts anywhere 
along the creek,” said Rappa.
The idea of a public trail along 
the creek was discussed, but op­
position was met from both sides 
of the creek. “The trail proposal 
was dropped as an idea because 
it was such a point of concern 
among the residents last night 
(at the meeting),” said Moran.
“ The idea of a trail invites 
p ro b le m s ,”  sa id  Je rre n  
Jorgensen, former San Luis 
Drive resident. “ One of the sad­
dest moments was an incident 
when an Atascadero (Slate 
Hospital) inmate flashed our 
children while they were playing 
near the creek.”
Councilmember Allen K. Settle 
was also against the creekside 
trail idea. “ I am absolutely, 
unalterably opposed to having a 
tra il alongside residentia l 
houses,”  said Settle.
Security problems was another 
reason the creekside trail failed 
to pass Tuesday night.
Dave Garth of San Luis Drive 
said that the increasing access to 
the creek would enhance security 
problems, not to mention en­
vironmental ones.
“ The Fish and Game Depart­
ment said it is necessary to pro­
tect the creek,” said Garth. “ And 
the best way to protect it is to 
leave it alone.”
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Expand foreign study
Cal Poly faculty recently listed faculty and student ex­
change as high on the list of international programs which 
need greater emphasis. About 160 students, one percent of the 
student body, participate in the London Study program each 
year. The international programs provide a valuable learning 
experience for that one percent. However, the other 99 percent 
should not be ignored by the educational system.
A recent report called “ Education for Global Competence” 
looked at the status of International Studies in the United 
States. The report, by the Council on International Educa­
tional Exchange, pointed out that U.S. students are not as 
knowledgeable of other countries as those same countries are 
of the United States.
If one percent is all our programs can afford to send 
overseas, then other means must be found to educate students 
about the world. Perhaps Cal Poly can recruit more foreign 
students, to possibly make the university less homogeneous.
As a technical school. Cal Poly shouldn’t be expected to 
revise its teaching philosophy. However, as technology brings 
the world closer together, our engineers and scientists must be 
able to function within other cultures.
Having one required world history course is not enough to 
prepare our future leaders to participate or excel in the global 
marketplace. Required courses dealing with other cultures 
would be a step in the right direction — a direction that would 
enable more than one percent of the student body to gain some 
knowledge of the world around them.
The overseas study program provides an excellent opportu­
nity for those lucky 160 or so students who can obtain it. But 
as a university that is looked to to educate its students for the 
future, one percent is not sufficient.
The survey said that the failure of the United States to in­
crease its knowledge of other countries would further diminish 
its world status. Enhancing the United States’ status is a 
large task, one that will require the cultural education of more 
than one percent of any university.
Letters to the Editor
Engineers are 
well-rounded
Editor — I am an industrial 
engineering major and take ex­
ception to the opinion of your 
editorial staff regarding educa­
tion becoming too technical and 
engineers not being well-rounded.
The whole world is becoming 
technical which means that stu­
dents must not only be well- 
rounded in the traditional sub­
jects but also the technical sub­
jects. My major requires that I 
take English, speech, philosophy, 
biology, art history, literature, 
history, political science, sociol­
ogy, psychology, economics, 
mathematics, physics, chemistry, 
and statistics, in addition to my 
more technical courses which in­
clude industrial engineering, 
mechanical engineering, com­
puter science, manufacturing
processes, industrial technology, 
m echanical d ra ftin g , civil 
engineering, electrical engineer­
ing and electronic engineering.
If gaining an engineering 
degree does not set me on the 
road to becoming a well-rounded 
person, no other major will 
either.
Dawn Posey 
Industrial Engineering
Fetus should 
have a chance
Editor — I am writing in 
response to Kevin Quinn’s Feb. 6 
letter to clear up his incorrect 
“ facts” on the fetus’s develop­
ment in the womb.
First, a fetus can feel pain, 
communicate and experience 
self-awareness in its early stages. 
By 63 days a fetus “ will grasp an
Ignorance is bliss — or is it?
By
Yumi Sera
Ignorance is bliss — complete 
and ecstatic happiness is living 
in the small world of California 
Polytechnic State University in 
San Luis Obispo.
Students seem to be more con­
cerned with what is happening 
immediately around them than 
what is going on outside of their 
everyday lives.
We’ve become apathetic to the 
world and its problems.
Cal Poly students are just one small cluster of 
uninformed citizens. The problem has permeated 
all over the country, leaving the well-informed a 
minority.
The percentage of the United States population 
that makes reading a newspaper a daily habit has 
been decreasing for decades, according to the 
Newspaper Research Journal of fall, 1988.
At the same time, the audience for television 
news, both network and local, has increased.
Television news is a good summary of events. 
But to get the complete story, one must read a 
newspaper or a good weekly magazine.
Time after time (I’m guilty of it myselO, I’ve 
heard people say “ I’d like to be better informed, 
but I just don’t have enough time to read the 
newspaper.”
Is it that we don’t have the time or we don’t 
make the time?
How many students out there are just like me, 
who grab a newspaper and read over the front page 
w hile en route to a current events quiz?
We’re too busy indulging in our self-entertain­
ment — too concerned with who’s going out with 
whom, what parties are happening Friday night, 
who made the NBA playoffs and what’s going on 
in various television soap operas.
We should make a continuous effort to be in­
formed with world events. We should know things 
are happening that concern us — maybe not in 
everyday life, but in the long-term spectrum.
Everything happening in the world concerns us, 
because one day, it’s going to be us leading the 
world. We are going to be the responsible adults, 
and we have to start exercising that responsibility 
now.
Let’s not be happy wallowing in our own 
ignorance.
By
Bruce Sutherland
Apathetic? Who’s apathetic? 
Not me. I go to college. I read 
newspapers (did the Lakers win 
last night? Somebody lost my 
Sports section). I watch Geraldo 
for the major news controversy 
of the day.
Nope. No way you can call me 
insensitive to the world around 
me.
I am kept abreast of the hot 
issues of the day by that wonderful tool of educa­
tion, television. Why just the other night on the 
Barbara Walters Special, Barb really nailed Tom 
Selleck down on some tough issues. Did you know 
that Tom has lied to the press? Yeaaah. Deliber­
ately told us things that were untrue.
They should take away his acting license or 
something. That’s serious stuff, lying. He’s sen­
ding a message to the world saying, “ It’s O.K. to 
lie.”
Well, I’m sorry Tom, but it’s not. And to think, I 
used to trust him on Magnum P.I.
This issue not hot enough for you? How about 
those men who dress like women on Geraldo the 
other day, huh? Some of those wackos went on the 
show with girlfriends.
I couldn’t believe it. Guys in dresses. They claim 
they go out in public looking like that. It gives me 
the willies just thinking about it.
I’ll tell you one thing. That won’t be happening 
around my neighborhood. My neighbors and I 
won’t let It.
So you say “ Hey, fool. Try getting in touch with 
the international news. Look at the destruction of 
the rain forests in South America. Look what’s go­
ing on in Central America. Look at human rights 
across the globe.”
I say, did you see Princess Di on her trip to New 
York? What a woman. She really knows what she’s 
doing. And she is sooo caring. She took time out of 
her busy day to visit a baby with AIDS. Now 
that’s what I call international news.
If we had more world leaders like Princess Di, 
the world would be a prettier place.
Nope, no way you can call me apathetic. I take a 
stand on all the hot issues of the day.
P.S. If anyone truly agrees with the above, 
please, please seek professional help. You are truly 
sick and need treatment.
object placed in his palm and can 
make a fist. We know that he 
moves with a delightful easy 
grace in his buoyant world, that 
feotal comfort determines feotal 
position. He is responsive to pain 
and touch and cold and sound 
and light. He drinks his amniotic 
fluid, more if it is artifically 
sweetened, less if it is given an 
unpleasant taste. He gets bored 
with repetitive signals but can be 
taught to be alerted by a First 
signal for a second different 
one.” (A.W. Liley, A Case 
Against Abortion).
Secondly, a fetus that is 
developing from the fertilized 
ovum that we all once were, 
should have the chance to live 
(just like you did) to finish the 
process of development to the 
embryo stage, then the fetus 
stage, then the infant stage, then 
the adolescent stage, and so on 
until death . Each person 
develops through these stages. 
At no stage of our development 
were we only “ potential” human 
beings who magically “ came to 
life” at birth. At the fetal stage
we were individuals just as we 
are now: alive and active, aware 
of ourselves and our environ­
ment, but growing and develop­
ing faster than we ever would 
again.
Thirdly, there are no “ un­
wanted” babies. There are cur­
rently more than 800,000 couples 
trying to adopt children in the 
United States alone. In the re­
cent year only 100,000 babies 
were placed.
Finally, getting the Catholic 
Church to accept birth control 
will not solve the abortion 
tragedy. It isn’t all Catholics 
who are getting abortions.
Terrie Cashman 
Home Economics
Fetus feels pain
Editor — In response to Kevin 
Quinn’s Feb. 6 letter regarding 
“ unborn children” :
I was shocked and appalled at 
Mr. Quinn’s letter. Mr. Quinn 
states that “ a fetus cannot feel
pain, communicate, reason, or 
experience self-awareness in its 
early stages.”
How does he know? At 18 
days, the fetus’s heart starts 
beating, and by eight weeks, just 
two months, the baby can feel 
pain, suck his thumb, wake and 
sleep, and all body functions are 
present. By 12 weeks the fetus 
recoils from pain if pricked by a 
pin.
Forty weeks is a full-term 
pregnancy, but the child can 
survive outside the womb at 20 
weeks, or about four and a half 
months.
As far as the remark about the 
Catholic Church, I won’t even 
dignify it with an answer, as I 
am Catholic.
I hope Mr. Quinn researches 
his next subject before writing 
about it.
Mr. Quinn should be thankful 
his mother doesn’t think like he 
does or he would be just another 
statistic.
T. Adler 
Journalism
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“ Understand, we’re not saying, 
‘We don’t want you ever,’ ’’ he 
said. “ We’re saying, ‘We have to 
live within our means.’ ’’
But the balance between 
moderate growth and all out 
development is a fine line.
“ San Luis Obispo ... is really in 
a siege of demand for develop­
ment,’’ Settle said. But “ people 
who live in San Luis Obispo do 
not want to live in Los Angeles. 
The reason that they’re here is 
they want a community at­
mosphere.’’
Water availability and a raise 
in water rates promise to be 
some of the tougher issues facing 
the council in the next two to 
four years.
Without committing to a 
mayoral candidacy. Settle said he 
would like to be a part of the 
decisions coming before the 
'council.
He is in the third year of his 
second term on the council. He 
cannot serve again on the council 
unless it is as mayor under the 
city charter.
Councilmember wants 
greek row near Poly
A San Luis Obispo city coun­
cilman would like to see a greek 
row developed next to Cal Poly.
Allen K. Settle, a city coun­
cilmember and adviser for Pi 
Kappa Alpha fraternity, said 
Tuesday he thinks the university 
should sell some of its land to 
campus fraternities so they may 
build their houses closer to 
campus.
“ The campus has a substantial 
amount of acreage,” he said. “ It 
would help the city if it would 
consider things like a greek row.”
City councilmembers as well as 
the police department field many 
calls from residents upset about 
noise.
“ The conflict is over lifestyles 
and dens i ty  in va r i ous  
neighborhoods,” he said.
The land would then be annex­
ed to the city, he said, so the 
houses could receive services 
such as police and fire protection 
and water and sewer services.
Fraternities are now discussing 
a proposal with city planners to 
situate the row out by the county 
airport if that land is annexed to 
the city.
“ A greek row out by the air­
port is rather ridiculous,” Settle 
said.
“ That’s a long way for stu­
dents to travel.”
I'he council is also trying to 
provide housing for other stu­
dents who live off campus, he 
said.
But if Cal Poly expands, the 
city’s housing crunch will 
become even more severe.
“ The University of California 
system has policies related to 
expansion impacts on respective 
communities around the univer­
sity,” he said.
“ The California State Univer­
sity system generally does not. If 
Cal Poly wants to expand, it has 
to recognize that the housing 
here is expensive and in short 
supply.”
The city has tried to meet the 
housing shortage by allowing 
high-density apartments around 
the campus, he said.
The problem, he said, is that 
students prefer the single-family 
houses in the center of the city. 
They compete with families for 
those houses.
— Tara Giambalvo
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B O O Z *  A L L E N  &  H A M I L T O N
is seeking 1989 graduates
of the
California Polytechnic State University
to work as 
Research Associates.
Booz*Allen & Hamilton Inc. is a leading international m anagem ent 
consulting Arm working with companies on issues of strategy, marketing, 
operations, systems technology, and other areas of concern to top 
m anagem ent.
Research Associates typically spend two to three years in consulting prior 
to entering graduate school. Candidates should have outstanding records 
of academic achievement, some prior exposure to the business 
environment, and a strong interest in pursuing a management career.
This position offers an opportunity to gain meaningful experience in a 
demanding business evnironment. It provides a solid and well-regarded 
background for graduate management education and future career growth.
Interested candidates should submit a cover letter, resume', and complete 
transcripts by February 22.
Send to:
Susan Brown 
Manager of Staff Selection 
Booz »Allen & Hamilton  ^Inc.
555 Montgomery Street, Suite 1700 
San Francisco, California 94111
BOOZ*ALLEN & HAMILTON INC.
We are an equal opportunity /affirmative action employer.
Interview Sign-Up
and
Information Day
Make a date lo get to know us on 
February 15th. Drop by between 
9:00am and 2:00pm and weH teN ycxj 
what’s on the horizon at Hughes 
Aircraft Company, an6 well an^^er 
any questions you may ha\^.
Meet representatives from our 
different organizations arKf present 
your resume to those that interest you.
Interviews will be scheduled for 
February 16th.
We re seeking qualified graduates in:
■ Electrical Engineering
■ Computer Science
■ Mechanical Engineering
■ Applied Math
■ Physics
■ Engineering Technology
■ Industrial Engineering
■ Industrial Technology
We want you to have ail the informa­
tion you need to make one of the most 
important decisions of your life.
Hughes Aircraft Company is an equal 
opportunity employer. Proof of U.S. citi­
zenship is required for rrx)st positions.
Creativity
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A Four-page Arts and Entertainment Magazine for Feb. 9,1989
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»••••*•••••••*• top political comedians. I***»*****!***«*«**
*0* m \ W W *  Durst will be the headline act Friday at Laugh Asylum, sponsored h y \ % \ W % W *  
Special Events, in Chumash Auditorium. There will be two shows 
. V X V . V  at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. W m W W y
»*•*•*•*•*•*•* Two other comedians, Mickey Joseph and Ken Diaz, will be perform-J«***«*«*«^*^«^« 
•*•••••#••••••* ‘"8 Durst, tossing puns and quips for the evening.
J**«***»*«*»*«JDurst, who has been called “ a modern-day Will Rogers” by the Son
Francisco Examiner, started his comedy career in 1974. *•••••••••*••#
»*•*•*•*•*•*•*•* “ I went on stage, and once you start doing it (comedy) — and yo u I* X * X * X  
*m W W % \*can  do it — you never stop. It’s seductive,” Durst said in a telephone»•••••••••*•
- * * * - “ - “ interview Monday.»•#•••••••••••••• intervie  onday. W » W >
»••••••••••••%••* Durst was attending the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee at
»*•%%*•%*•%*• the time, majoring in Intra-Arts.
*•%••••••••%• “ I wanted to go to Missouri or Northwestern to study journalism,
I didn’t have the bucks. So, I went to the University of Wisconsin *#•#•*%*
” «fliH Diirct in an Fnl^rlninnt^nl T\Aiin F'ili»r arfir>l«
> X » % V r
* couldn’t afford the #.>,«v/v m ^ai »111« imcs. 'ym~*
Durst explained that he got the fines for parking his ‘64 Ford in the *
-*-*“*-*^“*“*' dean’s spot every day.
“ I parked there one day, because I thought it was a visitor’s spot. iQi 
jThey didn’t tow me. They gave me a ticket, but it’s just a school ticket 
and doesn’t go on your driving record. So, I kept parking there ... ”
Durst said in the article.
The university was unable to prosecute him for the unpaid tickets, so
they held his diploma instead. J Q
Besides making people laugh. Durst likes to read newspapers. He 
reads five a day.
‘I don’t read newspapers for my act, but my act stems from the fact 
that I read five newspapers a day,” said Durst
said urst in an Entertainment Twin Cities article. *••*•*•*
“ I took up comedy in college, because it was a cross between theater >*•*•*«
jW ^and  journalism for me,” Durst said. ‘I went for seven years and almost •%%*< 
$3,700 in p rking fine .” ?»%•»
The Oakland Tribune called Durst “ The thinking man’s comedian,’ 
and an article in San Francisco Focus said, “ In the hands and mind of 
Will Durst, those tired standbys are mere pauses in an onslaught of 
observational comedy that — dare it be said? — is downright intellec-
w o tual.’’ Durst held the world’s
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • •« • • • • • • •• • • •« • • • •• • • • •• • •
Ä
• • • • • • •
•  • • • • • • •
'•*•*•*•*•*•*•*•*•* • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • •
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• • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • •
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[Fridayr^aid " th a n ^ ^
Joseph has pcrfqr^m(^_in _cjubs_^ll^ 
iNnrThern California^cluding Punchlines, c 7
_____ ITy Z ^ a n d  Laughs Unlimited.^
1988,^  he won_thc Monterey Comedy Competition,
Band ii7 is a member of “ Mice,” an improvisational group’
jfrom Hollywood!!
*ln myTct. 1 talk about my kids^— 1 have two 
^ l e  — and  ^ 1 do jmpressiimSf’^  said Joseph. “2 do (Jack)] 
[N i^ \o T r  WoodT^lierT ?t7vjc^qnjw 76r anjo — al fsor^. ’ ’T  
Joseph started his comedy career when he worked in a Hollywood]
A
k 7
[restaurant while ati 1 g acting school.
•\ was telling jokes while waiting tables, and my boss said that l |^___
[Sce LA l ie  H, Spotlight pag^
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One-woman play to showcase  
artist O ’Keeffe’s life in her 80s
5eorgia O’Keeffe, therecluse artist known for her pastel desert and flower paintings, will be showcased in a one- 
woman drama entitled 
“ O’Keeffe” to be shown in Cal 
Poly’s Chumash Auditorium 
Sunday at 5 p.m.
The play chronicles O’Keeffe in 
her 80s, as the artist reflects 
upon her life, work and marriage 
to photographer Alfred Steiglitz.
Helena Hale, a resident of 
Santa Barbara, will portray the 
artist, who died in 1986 at the 
age of 98.
Abov«, H*l«na Hale aa Georgia O’Keeffe and, right, aa heraelf.
u i m u
misiún
IMPROVED COMPREHENSION 
REDUCED EYE STRAIN 
SUSTAINED READING
CALL NEURO VISION
“ We don’t have anything in 
common,” Hale insists of 
Georgia O’Keeffe. “ 1 try to serve 
her. When I’m onstage, don’t 
look at me, look at O’Keeffe.
For someone who claims to 
have little in common with 
O’Keefe, Hale has encountered a 
string of discoveries and coin­
cidences which she said has 
brought her closer to the painter.
“ I keep finding her 
everywhere,” she said.
Hale, who is 68 (“ and proud of 
it” ), studied and performed in 
New York City during the 1940s, 
at the same time O’Keeffe and 
Steiglitz operated their studio 
there.
In the course of researching 
the play. Hale discovered as a 
child that she had once lived in 
the same apartment building as 
O’Keeffe and may have seen her 
on many occasions.
“ I never knew about her as a 
child,” Hale confesses.
Hale later discovered she went 
to the same school as O’Keeffe, 
the Art Student’s League, but 
“ not at the same time, much 
later.” When she was older, had 
moved into an apartment one 
block from the O’Keeffe’s studio. 
The same week. Hale said, 
Steiglitz died and O’Keeffe mov­
ed out.
While collecting props for the 
play. Hale also encountered 
"wonderful luck.” Everything 
from the 8-by-12-foot rug to the 
moose antlers which appear 
onstage Hale calls perfect. Many 
items Hale was looking for were 
coincidentally given to her by 
friends. Even Steiglitz’s walking 
cane, she said, “ looks exactly like 
the one I saw Steiglitz with in 
picture.”
The play even made its debut 
'on Nov. 15,1987 — O’Keeffe’s 
)birthday.
All these coincidences. Hale 
feels, have almost been an omen 
to the success of the show. “ They 
tell me, ’Yes, keep on with the 
show. Don’t give it up,’ ” Hale 
said. “ It’s like an affirmation to 
go on. It’s a neat feeling.”
Hale first became interested in 
the artist about five years ago, 
when she performed in a series of 
short plays dealing with women 
in history and women artists. In 
both series. Hale portrayed 
O’Keeffe.
” 1 commissioned the playwrite 
to expand the short play,”  Hale
said. She added that she obtain­
ed the finest director and de­
signers — “ The best of 
everything” — to mount the 
production.
Following a year’s run in Santa 
Barbara, “ O’Keeffe” went on na­
tional tour, most recently return­
ing from an engagement at the 
Wheeler Opera House in Aspen, 
Colo. Hale is also scheduled to 
perform “ O’Keeffe” at Santa 
Barbara’s Lobero Theater, and at 
the Los Angeles County Museum 
of Art to coincide with an 
O’Keeffe retrospective in May. 
The play commemorates the 
lOOth anniversary of Georgia 
O’Keeffe’s birth.
“ I feel dedicated to portray her 
as honestly as possible,” Hale 
said. “ I want to portray the love 
for what she saw, the truth in 
what she saw, and how she 
transferred it to paper.
“ O’Keeffe wanted people to 
take time to really see a flower,” 
she added. “ I want people to 
really see O’Keeffe.”
Being the sole performer in a 
one-person play is “ very scary,” 
Hale admits. “ There’s no one to 
hold your hand before you go on, 
and no one to pat you on the 
back after it’s over.” But Hale 
feels that being the only person 
onstage gives a good feeling of 
how O’Keeffe herself worked — 
alone.
Hale said much of the script 
was written from O’Keeffe’s own 
words, and many references are 
made to specific works. “ People 
who know O’Keeffe’s work like 
the show a lot.”
“ O’Keeffe is set in Albiquiu, 
NM, O’Keeffe’s home for many 
years. The audience looks in on 
the artist as she ponders her life 
and organizes her personal 
belongings.
In performing “ O’Keeffe,” 
Hale said she is becoming more 
like the artist.
“ I see things more clearly 
because I’m doing her,” she said. 
Hale just wants people to know 
O’Keeffe, and said “ I’m just try­
ing to let her come through.”
“O 'K eefe" was written by 
Terre Ouwehand and directed by 
Lazar Schlomkowitz, and is 
sponsored by Cal Poly Women's 
Week. Tickets are free for Cal Po­
ly students with a valid ID card,
S3 fo r  seniors and S4 for all others. 
Tickets are available at the UU 
Ticket Office, 756-1154.
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Complete service and repair o f diesel and gasoline automobiles
(Formerly the 
Bus Stop)
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Stand-up 
comedy
If'
2899 M cM illan Rd., San Luis Obispo
Fri FKBRUARY 10 
7:30 & 9:30pm
students: $3.75
public $4.75 
$1 More at door
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WOODSTOCK'S
$ 1 .0 0  OFF
ANY PIZZA
one coupon per pizza exp.3 /0 8 /8 9
MuilonQ Soity Coupon H
WOODSTOCK’S
$ 2 .0 0  OFF
ANY PIZZA AND TWO SOFTDRINKS
I'LL ALWAYS HAVE A PLACE IN MY
HEART FOR...
AVœDSTŒKS
1 0 1 5  C o u rt S tree t
541-4420
PRETTY FAST FREE DELIVERY!
one coupon per pizza 
---------------^
e x p .3 /0 8 /8 9
1
WOODSTOCK’S
2 TOPPING SMALL PIZZA 
fit 2 SOFT DRINKS 
only $8.10
one coupon per pizza e x p .3 /0 8 /8 9
T MuiiciiQOflly Coupon T
«WOCDSTOCK’S
$ 1 .5 0  OFF
ANY WOODSTOCK’S PIZZA 
(5 items for the price of 4)
one coupon per pizza ______
CUSTOM SPUDS $3.70
A 20-ounce Baked Potato stuffed 
with five toppings of your choice:
Bell Peppers, Broccoli, Cauliflower, 
Onions, Tomatioes, Sour Cream, Chives, 
Guacamole, Butter, Salsa, Chicken, Chilli, 
Mushrooms, Cheese, Bacon Bits, 
Buttermilk Ranch Style Dressing!
OPEN 7 DAYS A W EEK ^
NOW OPEN 
FRIDAYS
( N e a r  H ig u e r a )  
S a n  L u is  O b is p o
W E  D E L IV E R
OPEN N IG H TLY FR O M  5 -1 0  PM 5 4 3 - 6 8 6 7 s
S Higuera 
□
>
Archer «
0m
p
Mustang Patty Coupon
75C OFF 
Each Spud
liuNilMii EBl yy iTH  t h i s  c o u p o n
ARCHER & PISMO O N E  C O U P O N  P E R  S P U D  
543-6867 R E D E E M A B L E  A T  S T O R E  O N L Y
Expires March^ ,  _  _  _  _  j
Mustang Dally Coupon
lUNUMITEbl
ARCHER & PISMO 
543-6867
.00 OFF
THE PURCHASE 
OF TWO OR 
MORE SPUDS
Expires March 9,1989
D io w e r  S kt r a n t e r  ò  S l e r
SPECIALIZING IN
o p
European and Exotic Fiowers • Custom Arrangements • 
Blooming Basket Gardens • Corsage & Boutonniere Work
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
I J
dxamtx i
$5.00 OFF
One Dozen Roses Arr.
(No Deliveries)
GOO D A T BOTH LOCATIONS
3191 S. HIGUERA EXP. 0 2 /1 6 /8 9 543-0887
2 LOCATIONS 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
MON-SAT 8-6 SUN 10-4
Wire Services Available
543-0887
3191 South Higuerd 
Across from the DMV
995-1663
78 N. Ocean Ave 
Cayucos
T: -» to ì i i g Ì 8 i » Ì M Ì l B
C \am c\ 1
$ 2 .0 0  OFF DELIVERY
(LOCAL ONLY)
$20 MINIMUM PURCHASE
G O O D  A T BOTH LOCATIONS
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL
3191 S^ H IG U ^ A  EXP.^16Æ 9 ^ 3 - 0 8 8 7
^^ P ^^ p ^^ p a® p^p ^ p^ ^^ p I
. . .. .:|Ü |yj|||M |||M  I # f)  1
DESPERIBO'S FR EE  SANDWICH
543-DELI
DELIVERY FOR 
Cal Poly Students
Buy any whole sandwich and get 
1/2 sandwich free.
NOT GOOD WITH OTHER OFFERS 
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
I dELIVERY A TAKEOUT
EXP 2/28:^J
SANDWICHRS
HALF $250
WHOLE S3.8S
MEATS
TURKEY
ROASTBEEF
HAM
PASTRAMI
EOG SALAD (SI.73) 
ALADCHICKENS 
TUNA SALAD 
ch eeses
SALADS
CHEF $3.25
CHEESE $3.(X
GARDEN $150
BROCCOU $1.50
PASTA/BROCCOU $1.50 
PASTA S1.25
FRESH FRUIT $1.25 
POTATO SALAD $1.25 
PKE55IWGS
FIXINS'
1/2 Sandwich, Soup, Drink, Chips
ONLY $3.00!
JACK 
CHEDDAR 
SMOKED CHEDDAR 
PROVOLONE 
SWISS 
JiKEACS
RANCH 
BLUE CHEESE 
THOUSAND ISLAND 
ITAUAN
WATEMW' HOLE
4420 BROAD ST Pf NOT GOOD WITH OTHER OFFERS 
543-DELI ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
DELIVERY A TAKEOUT 
EXP 2/28/89
SUCEO SOURDOUGH 
FRENCH ROLL 
SQUAW
CRACKED WHEAT 
CROISSANT CADD.75) 
CONDIME.NTS
MUSTARD 
MAYONNAISE 
LETTUCE 
TOMATO 
DILL PICKLE 
RED ONION 
ITAUAN DRESSING 
SPROUTS
AVOCADO (ADD .50)
COKE 
DIET COKE 
DR.PEPPER 
MINERAL WATER 
SUCE 
ROOT BEER 
SELTZER 
DIET SELTZER 
APPLE JUICE 
SPARKLING 
APPLE JUICE 
MILK
LITTLE VITTLES
#03
$1.00 OFF
A n y  W h o le  S a n d w ic h  
C h ip s  a n d  D r in k
I
4420 Broid 6<dg F
□ a
m
COOKIES 
MUFFINS 
MINI VEGIETRAY 
DEVILED EGGS 
CHIPS 
SOUPS 
SMALL 
LARGE 
-CHIU 
SMALL 
LARGE
4420 BROAD ST #F NOT GOOD WITH OTHER OFFERS 
543-DELI ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
DELIVERY A TAKEOUT 
EXP 2/28/89
#04
$2.00
$2.50
Broad To Airport •
4420 BROAD BLDG. F
HOURS M-F 10am-9pm
D e l iv e r y  a n d  T a k e o u t
$1.00 delivery charge
FAMILY FIXINS'
FOOTLONG SANDWICH & 2 SODAS
ONLY $5.00
(FRENCH & SOURDOUGH BREAD ONLY)
4420 BROAD ST #F 
543-DELI
DELIVERY A TAKEOUT
EXP 2/28/89
NOT GOOD WITH OTHER OFFERS 
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
Campus Bottle Shoppe
290 California Blvd. 
544-KEGS
BEER WINE KEGS
over 800 VIDEOS in Stock
FAST FOODS WINE COOLERS
"At the CORNER of California Blvd. &  H athw ay”
Is Where 
The Heart
Is!
541-0955 1060 Osos St.
B r o a d
B ik es
SLO 'S MOUNTAIN BIKE HEADQUARTERS
7 4 1  H um bert S t. SLO 5 4 1 -5 8 7 8
Tanning Center
FOR MEN AND  WOMEN
Get That Tanned Look of Success...
S S
U M M E R
W E S T  541-6880
956-C Foothill (in the University Square)
30 Day Unlimited $55.00
With This Coupon
Expires 3/9/89
W hile
supplies
last
Limit 1 per person
$8.99
Limit 1 per coupon
r  MtnlCihQ Doiy Coupon T
SUB
500 OFF
ANY SIZE SANDWICH  
(Limit: one coupon per person) 
541-0955 1060 Osos
O)00
CO
C\J
Q.X
LU
St.
I Mmlona Coupon
ETSUB
2 FREE DRINKS
w/ANY SIZE SANDWICH  
(Limit: one coupon per person) 
541-0955 1060 Osos
a00
CO
CVJ
c^
Q.X
LU
St.
5 s  s ;;
FLAT REPAIR
INCLUDES; 1 ^ ^
Sf o S c fl i ” * patch kit B I k C S  inner tube (your size)
5 4 1 -5 8 7 8
741 H um bert St. SLO
$9 8 8 * ea.
•Rej^ular sep. prices total 
$1688
with coupon 
expires 2 /2 8 /8 9
TIRE SPECIAL
p € S a  2 6 z l iS
S t f M t  iteottmt 0 8 8 *
Bibes on^  $ ^
5 4 1 -5 8 7 8
741 H um bert St. SLO
•Limited quantity  
with coupon 
expires 2 /2 8 /8 9
_____ _ \M ;s  I
5 4 1 -6 8 8 0  
956-C Foothill 
S.L.O.
TWO VISITS
$ 5 . 0 0
With This Coupon 
New Clients Only 
15 Min. Max Per Visit 
Expires 3/9/89
Mmtqng PcHty Coupon J
'ENDLF.SH
31 'MMKH NM.SI
5 4 1 -6 8 8 0  
956-C Foothill 
S.L.O.
FOUR VISITS
$  2 0 . 0 0
With This Coupon 
30 Min. Max Per Visit 
30 Day Time Limit 
Expires 3/9/89
W E DO IT
U K EV O U V O O rC
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
OPEN 7:00 AM 
TO 12:00 MIDNIGHT
981 FOOTHILL BLVD
D irtm an Limo Service
T a k e  S o m e o n e  S p e c i a l  T o  B r u n c h ,  L u n c h ,  
a  W i n e  T o u r  a n d  m o r e  . Y o u  ' r e  O n l y  L i m i t e d  b y
Y o u r  I m a g i n a t i o n . . .
AÜTOBODY, PAINT & TINT SHOP
FREE ESTIMATES
INSURANCE WORK GLADLY ACCEPTED  
WE STAND BEHIND ALL 
CO LUSIO N REPAIRS
Rust proofing and undercoating 
Quality 3M window tinting 
Ground effect kits available 
Free shuttle bus to school
731 Buckley Rd. SLO 543-7878 Buttonwood Industrial Park
r'
S P E C IA L  O FFE R  
W H O PPER SAN DW ICH  
FOR ONLY 0.99
\n c o o it
OHE VOODOO ft..
R6ER
Please present this coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer. Not to be Good only at 
used with other coupons or oHers. r> i
This offer expires 2/28/89 570 1 i  OOtillll B IV C i.
■  wcoorr
SPECIAL OFFER  
WHOPPER SANDWICH, FR IES  
& A SOFT DRINK FOR ONLY $2.69
Please present this coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer. Not to be 
used with o\h^coupons or offers.
This offer expires 2/28/89 981 Foothill Blvd.i
I liH fl^BJIRIPII
SPECIAL OFFER
BUY A CROISSAN'WICH FOR
ONLY $1.37 & GET ONE FREE
wfDorr
vhew udooit
1888
Please present this coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer. Not to be p  ^  .
used with other coupons or offers. oooa  oniy ax
This offer expires 2/28/89 981 Foothill Blvd.
BHMM ■■■■■■■
Efiooir
^jHEVOUPOQlt
T 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 I I  1 j
> <
SPECIAL OFFER  
DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER  
FOR ONLY $.99
Please present this coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer. Not to be p ^ .  
used with other coupons or offers. G o o d  o n ly  a t
This offer expires 2/28/89 981 Foothill Blvd.
Dirtman Lima DAY TIME
SPECIAL
544-1974 1
$ 3 d  H f*  (before 5:00pm)
Monday thru Thursday
Coupon must be mentioned at time of reservation 
TCP-4585-P MC V IS A  exp. 3 /0 8 /8 9
ilMiafENet tvdfcf .1
Dirtman Lima 
Service
544.T974 EVElV/iVG SPECIAL
$40 hr. (before 5.00pm)
Monday thru Thursday
Coupon must be mentioned at time of reservation 
TCP-4585-P MC V IS A  exp. 3 /0 8 /8 9
WM amSi
$ 2 5 . 0 0  O F F
WINDOW TINTING
(offer good with $100 .00  or more purchase)
731 Buckley Rd. SLO 5 43 -7878  Expires 3 /1 /8 9
------------1
10%  O F F
ANY SERVICE
731 Buckley Rd. SLO 5 43 -7878  Expires 3 /1 /8 9
Independent Living
• Spacious Two Bedroom Townhouses
• Modern Two Bedroom/Bathroom Flats
• Private Studio Apartments
1 Mustang Drive 543-4950
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I'LL ALWAYS HAVE A PLACE IN MY
HEART FOR...
<=wooDSTa:K’s
1 0 1 5  C o u rt S tree t
541 -4420
PRETTY FAST, FREE DELIVERY!
MiiltoWB Doty Coupon
WOODSTOCK’S
$ 1 .0 0  OFF
ANY PIZZA
one coupon per pizza exp.3 /0 8 /8 9
T MMHonp Doiy CoMpon ^
'WOODSTOCK’S
$ 2 .0 0  OFF
ANY PIZZA AND TWO SOFTDRINKS
one coupon per pizza
T MuilGwgOqlyCoiii^
e x p .3 /0 8 /8 9
WOODSTOCK’S
2 TOPPING SMALL PIZZA 
& 2 SOFT DRINKS 
only $8.10
one coupon per pizza e x p .3 /0 8 /8 9
WOODSTOCK’S
$ 1 .5 0  OFF
ANY WOODSTOCK’S PIZZA 
(5 item s for the price of 4)
one coupon per pizza e x p .3 /0 8 /8 9
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PIlAW C«U V>4 M*M MRXilHMt•ff not
Exp 2 /2 8 /8 9
$5.00 OFF
FULL BODY MASSAGE( b y  a p p o in t m e n t  o n ly )
1 2 1 5  A v i l a  B e a c h  D r .  S L O
1 2 1 5  A v i l a  B e a c h  D r . 5 9 5 - 7 3 0 2
I nn I I - 1
"A T1MAV UNKHJI IXPiRIIIXCI"
I» 4MO ^
Ofw fM fmm M Im a 4»v
Fti caH «wur%i *i*»4fiem
Exp 2 /2 8 /8 9
$4.00 OFF
A N Y  HO T TUB FOR TW O
( n o t  v a l i d  S a t u r d a y s  a n d  H o l i d a y s )
1 2 1 5  A v i l a  B e a c h  D r .  S L O
Do Something 
Beautiful
for Your
ROGER RIVERA, D.D.S.
Family and Cosmetic Dental Care
Preventive & restorative care 
■  Emergency appointments
Cosmetic services 
B  Insurance plans accepted
1100 Grove Street
Monday • Saturday & Evenings
543-5626 San Luis Obispo
RCX.HR r i \ ' i ;r a . i^. i^.s .
F;iniil\ tSi Cosnn-fii I \ “nt;il C'lirc
,ENTAI. KXA'
,r :&TÍF.CF.SSARY X.RAYS
(C'U‘¡mÍMu n«'t
M
$ 5 w If h unipi'M  (;l "^ 0^ \ iillliA
I 100 ('ir*»\ 0 S i .
<N
S4 vSi'<2('' SI O
i u x t : r r i \ t r a . p .p .s .
F;imilv <S: CA'^ im-rix Pi'iiiiil C:iri‘
10% OFF 
any service  
(w ith  o>iipt>n)
N’i't \ .ilivl w iih oilu r p^i i iiil «'fil l '*
NOt
es
I kV ('iruxi* St. ^4 R S1_0.
Poly
Don’t Be CHILLY get them while they’re HOT
20% OFF
THERMAL SKIWEAR
245 TANK FARM ROAD 
541-4248
Name Brand Sportswear
" F o r  e v e r y  s p o r t ! "
m » a m o c itr  < m ô m  Ì
with coupon 
exp. 3/15/89
$7.00 Women's Swimwear
Designer Swimwear 
Both One Piece and Bikinis
245 TANK FARM ROAD 
541-4248
with coupon 
exp. 3/15/89
We Have the 
Right Stuff for 
the White Stuff...
Affpon •
Y i J f S i 1HOURS: oâ Tanix Farm Rd
Tues - Sat s
10:00-5:30 William's MSOnVjT *
Bros. Gym
m u m t m ^ S m S k l '
20% OFF
POLYPROPYLENE TIGHTS
245 TANK FARM ROAD 
541-4248
with coupon 
exp. 3/15/89
245 Tank Farm Road • 541-4248
$13.95
LYCRA TIGHTS
THESE ARE NOT SECONDS!
245 TANK FARM ROAD 
541-4248
with coupon 
exp. 3/15/89
TWE DELIVER 
CALL 
544-3544 
7 DAYS A WEEK
FROM 4pm-10pm
Shaheu’s
I Z Z A
RestaurantTM
1015 Olive St. SLO
(next to Kentucky Fried Chicken)
MISSION TACO
W E  D E L IV E R
WE NOW  HAVE BURGERS AND FRIES!!
549-0364
Next to Shakey's On Olive St. SLO
BUNCH OF LUNCH
Lunch Buffet Served Daily 11:30am-1:30pm
Buffet Includes:
. Pizza Garlic Bread
Shakey*$Ip Chicken Taco BarSalad Bar Seconds on Shakeys
$3.75 plus tax
Selections May Vary exp. 3/08/89
LARGE PEPPERONI 
PIZZA
$7.99Shakey’sPfZIA
exp. 3/08/89
FREE
L * I I  . }
when ^ t t '  order one of the 
same or greater value
exp. 3/08/89
1 MISSION BURGER 
& 1 ORDER OF FRIES
^  $2 .99
WISSION TACO exp. 3/08/89
LUNCH SPECIAL
REG. TACO, REG. BURRITO. 
MED. SOFT DRINK
^  $1.99
I MISSION TACO exp. 3/08/89
TACO TWOSDAY
2 Regular Tacos
$1.29
no coupon necessary
N^ T^^o EVERY TUESDAY
6 PACK SPECIAL
Ours Are M ore Filling & Taste Great!
CHOSE 6 OF THE FOLLOWING: REG. TACO, REG. 
BURRITO, REG. NACHO
$ 3.99
exp. 3/08/89
1 ' " ¡ " x p . " " " " “ *
Everybody loves Subway subs.
LATE NIGHT SPECIAL
(Valid 8pm to midnight only)
,  Buy 1, Get 1 Free!
158 Higuera St. ^ . -.i,
c / 1 1 n t t c c  Buy uny 6 sub ut rcg. price with
5 4 1  - U »55  22 oz. drink and receive a 6" sub free!
and
793 Foothill Limit: One per customer
Not Valid With any Other Offer
r exp- 3/7/89
Everybody loves Subway subs.
158 Higuera St. 
541-0855  
and
793 Foothill 
543-3399
$1«« Off
Any Foot Long Sub!
Valid Anytime
Limit: One per customer 
Not Valid With any Other Offer
"«rT/T/RQ*
A F R E S H  t ® A L  A F O O T
Everybody bt«s Subwi^  subs.
158 Higuera St. 
541-0855  
and
793 Foothill 
543-3399
exp. 3/7/89
ANY 6" SUB
.„t, $ 2  39
except super subs $1.00 extra 
NO COUPON NEEDED
NO LIMIT NO LIMIT
‘ e“ “ 89'
New Location 
In SLO!
158 Higuera St.
(comer of Higuera & Madonna)
543-0855
Everybody bves Subway subs. Our Original 
Location in SLO 
793 Foothill
(foothill pla/a)
543-3399
snnnEo b u y  1 GET 1 FOR
■ Everybody loMes Subway sii». only .990
1158 Higuera St. 
541-0855 
and
I 793 Foothill 
543-3399
Buy any sub at reg. price and get a 
second sub (equal or lesser value) 
for only .990
Limit: One per customer 
Not Valid With any Other Offer
NEW RELEASES
2161 Broad St. 
543-4993
No Deposits 
Night Drop 
Largest Selection
UGARLESS  
H A C K and HEALTHY HAVEN 
RESTAURANT
486 Marsh St. SLO 
541-4711
" It doesn't have 
to be fattening 
to be fantastic!"
ATTENTION : ICE CREAM AND YOGURT LOVERS 
SKINNY LITE AND YOGURT LITE NOW 
________SWEETENED WITH N U TRA SW FFT_________
"Sugar-free and fat-free" skinny lites 
only 11.5 calories per FL. OZ.
Muttanp Dqty Coupon 7
$1.00 OFF
W j  NEW RELEASES
IFE VIOCO 3irAIK>n
2161 Broad St. Expires 2 /28 /89
m m m m m  I
IlMtlang Do»y Coupon
IK  VIOCO 3iC«IOn
Good with any
other video 
store's coupon
2161 Broad St. Expires 2 /28 /89
L
,,'X§UGARLESS
§HACK and HEALTHY HAVEN RESTAURANT
25% OFF 
any size sundae
486 Marsh St. SLO Exp 2/24/89
„Ov^ guCARLESS
§HACK and HEALTHY HAVEN RESTAURANT
FREE CONE 
with purchase of
a large cone
486 Marsh St. SLO Exp 2/24/89
M u s t a n g  D a il y  C la s s if ie d  A d v e r tis in g  O rder F orm
Please Attach Your Check to This FormGraphic Arts Bldg #226 San I,uis Obispo, CA 93407 (80!S) 756-1143
Name_______________
Campus Club ASI Box #
Street __________ _
City.
Amount Paid$ 
Check #
Date
Telephone_____ _
Social Security # .
Ad Starts_______
.Zip
.Times to run
Ads turned in by: may start running on:
Monday, 10 a.m...............  Wednesday
Tuesday, 10 a.m..............  Thursday
Wednesday, 10 a.m........ Friday
Thursday, 10 a.m.............  Monday
Friday, 10 a.m.................  Tuesday
Check appropriate classification:
1 Campus clubs 17 Typing n
3 Announcement 19 Miscellaneous M
5 Personals 21 Travel [ |j
7 Greek News 23 Ride Share ^
9 Events 25 Opportunities Q
10 Enteruinment 27 Employment [ J
11 Lost & Found 29 For Sale n
13 Wanted 31 Stereo Equipment Q
15 Services
33 .Mopeds & Cycles 
35 Bicycle 
37 Automobiles 
39 Roommates 
41 Rental Housing 
43 Homes for Sale 
45 l.and for Sale 
47 Religious
Ad runs 1-3 days $1.10 per line per day
4-5 days $1 .(X) per line per day
6+ days $ .90 per line per day
To Calculate Cost of Ad: (2-Line Minimum Per Day)
it  14 Point Lettering, count as 2 lines (Max 13 characters per line)
tl  2 4  P o i n t  L e t t e r i n g ,  count as 4 Unes (Max 8 characters per line)
X $ = $.
(# of lines) ($ per line) (# of days) (extra charges) Total Amount Due 
(see rates above) (if any-see below)
É Boldface $ l Extra ”Per Day” é Checks Only Please
Classified Advertising Policies
All advertising copy and materials are subjea to acceptance by the Mustang Daily General Manager. 
The General Manager reserves the right to reject all or any portion of the copy or ait submitted 
at any time prior to publication, even if material has previously been accepted or published.
U  Write your ad copy here
WHEN YOU ARE USING ALL CAPITALS, STOP AT OR BEFORE BOX 30, OTHERWISE YOU MAY CONTINUE TO THE END OF THE LINE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33
am
80(2 per line per day
(save 30^ per line)
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 3, 1989
One Coupon per ad
1 Line FREE 
bold lettering
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 3 ,1989
One Coupon per ad
T
1 FREE DAY 
w/the purchase of 2 days
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 3, 1989
One Coupon per ad
L J
1 FREE line 
14 point lettering
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 3, 1989
One Coupon per ad
MISSION TACO
W E  D E L IV E R
WE NOW  HAVE BURGERS AND FRIES!!
549-0364
Next to Shakey's On Olive St. SLO
WE DELIVER 
CALL 
544-3544 
7 DAYS A WEEK
FROM 4pm-10pm
Shaheu’s
I Z Z A
R^ stmirantTM
1015 Olive St. SLO
(next to Kentucky Fried Chicken)
1 MISSION BURGER 
& 1 ORDER OF FRIES
$2.99
^MISSION TACO exp. 3/08/89
LUNCH SPECIAL
REG. TACO, REG. BURRITO, 
MED. SOFT DRINK
$1.99
MISSION TACO exp. 3/08/89
TACO TWOSDAY
2 Regular Tacos
.29
no coupon necessary
EVERY TUESDAY
$ 1
MISSION TACO
6 PACK SPECIAL
Ours Are More Filling & Taste Great!
CHOSE 6 OF THE FOLLOWING: REG. TACO, REG. 
BURRITO, REG. NACHO
$ 3.99
MISSION TACO exp. 3/08/69
BUNCH OF LUNCH
4 Shakey's
Lunch Buffet Served Daily 11:30am-l :30pm
Buffet Includes:
Pizza Garlic Bread 
Chicken Taco Bar 
Salad Bar Seconds on Shakeys
$3.75 plus tax
Selections May Vary exp. 3/08/89
LARGE PEPPERONI 
PIZZA
$7.99
exp. 3/08/89
Shakey’s
PtZZA
I
FREE
P IZ Z A
when you order one o 
same or greater vali
exp. 3/08/89
Independent Living
• Spacious Two Bedroom Townhouses
• Modern Two Bedroom/Bathroom Flats
• Private Studio Apartments
1 Mustang Drive 543-4950
S HOUR PHOTO
(805)549-8979
9am -6pm Mon-Fri 10am-5pm Sat & Sun
Located at the corner of Foothill & Santa Rosa
The World Famous
Dark Room
Cafe and Night Club 
1307 Monterey, SLO
543-5131
NOW SERVING LUNCH & BREAKFAST
E ntt*rtainm ent T u esd a y
r i i r u  S a t u r d a y
O p e n  Da i l y :  l l a m - f i p m  foi- F O O D  a n d  ( J r e a t  S e r v i c e  
S«‘r \ i n g  I J r e a k l ’a s t  / a i i i -11am M O N - I ' l t l
Stc^ by and Relax on Our Patio
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A
f^ MMilOwoOoiy Coupon T
1/2 PRICE ON 
E-6 SLIDE PROCESSING
ONE HOUR SERVICE SPECIAL ONLY
Not valid with 
any other offers 
No limit
5 4 9 -8 9 7 9
exp. 3/08/89
1 Poly Coiipoii
HOUR PHOTO 5x7
99C
24 HOUR SER V IC E  ONLY
Not valid with 
any other offers 
No limit
5 4 9 -8 9 7 9
im<awo Poiy Coupon
exp. 3/08/89
$1.95 BREAKFAST
2 eggs, Homefries, Toast & Jelly
FREE Cup of Coffee or Tea (with coupon)
1307 Monterey exp3l9l89 543-5131
T l/MtcmpPa>y Coupon
$2.50
60 oz. Pitcher of Beer
BUD • COOKS • COOKS LIGHT
1307 Monterey exp3l9l89 543-5131
E T  C E T E R A , . . .
PieO'ie bái f'iV' Válent/ne.
^fickGrs
G i f t s
%
posiets
725 Higuera & Central Coast Plaza
^  QJía J j  $
QQOJIDSQIII]
660 Higuefd Si Suile E • San Luis Obispo • Caiiiomui • 9340 i 
806 644 3200
New Extended Hours!
THE SA FE  A LTERN ATIVE 
TO THE SUN.
DOCTORS AND 
D ER M A TO LO G ISTS  
RECOMMEND IT!
NO APPOINTM ENTS  
NECESSARY.
MONDAY-FRIDAY 9AM-9PM  
SATURDAY 10AM-7PM
SUNDAY NOON-7PM
544-3200
M Z Z A  %  P A i T A
YOUR PIZZA
OR HERO SANDWICH ORDER 
DELIVERED IN
3 0  M i n u t e s  o r  l e s s
GUARANTEED!
OR YOU PAY ONLY
1 / 2  P r i c e
FOR YOUR 
TOTAL ORDER
NLIV^RY
1017 MONTEREY ST. SAN LUIS OBISPO
VIDEOS
ONLY 99<
AND DELIVERED WITH 
YOUR FOOD ORDER
I ^ mS S S p S iif Coupon
ET CETERA,...
Buy 2 cards and 
get the 3rd of equal 
or lesser value for FREE
Now two locations 
725 Higuera & Central Coast Plaza expires 2/28/89
ET CETERA,...
$1 OFF any ballon 
purchase of $5 or more 
*We have mylar balloons too!
Now tw o locations 
725 Higuera & Central Coast Plaza expires 2/28/89
MiiiloriQ Doty Coupori T'
1 FREE SESSION
(new custom ers only)
•C'L'U'B'Sti'N' o r
5 SESSIONS FOR $25.00
(not good with any other offer)
560 HIGUERA SUITE E exp 0 3 /1 0 /8 9  5 4 4 - 3 2 0 0
MmlORQ Polty Coup^
'./fi 10% OFF
ALL PACKAGES
WITH THIS COUPON
1 coupon per custom er
560 HIGUERA SUITE E exp 0 3 /1 0 /8 9  5 4 4 - 3 2 0 0
$2.00 OFF
1017 Monterey 
5 4 3 - 1 1 1 4
Any order of 
$10.00 or more!
FREE DELIVERY 
5 4 3 - 1 1 1 4 with coupon 
expires 3/08/89
»21 $1.00 OFF
’  A n y  o r d e r  o f 
$ 5 .0 0  o r  m o re !
FREE DELIVERY
' 5 4 3 - 1 1 1 4  with coupon
expires 3/08/89
1017 Monterey 
5 4 3 - 1 1 1 4
$2.00 OFF
0
Any order of 
$10.00 or more!
FREE DELIVERY
5 4 3 - 1 1 1 4  with coupon 
expires 3/08/89
1017 Monterey 
5 4 3 - 1 1 1 4
$1.00 OFF
A n y  o r d e r  o f  
$ 5 .0 0  o r  m o re !
FREE DELIVERY
5 4 3 - 1 1 1 4  with coupon 
expires 3/08/89 I
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tudents assist artist in creating instaiiation piece
Gallery opening  
for scu lp tor Saar 
will be  Friday
( ,
By Rob Lorenz
etye Saar, a leading con­
temporary sculptor who 
has exhibited interna­
tionally, will unveil an 
installation piece Friday
that several Cal Poly students 
helped her create.
An opening reception for Saar 
will be held Friday from 7 to 9 
p.m. in the University Art 
Gallery.
The gallery will serve as Saar’s 
“ canvas” for the installation 
piece.
“An installation piece means 
that the four walls of the gallery 
become sort of the confines of the 
piece,” said Crissa Hewitt, an art 
and design professor and coor­
dinator of the show. “ The piece is 
built in that gallery. Each piece 
she does is slightly different 
depending on the space that she 
is using.”
The work that Saar is creating 
will be entitled “ Shadows and 
Secrets.”
“Students will be working with 
her to help install the piece,” 
Hewitt said Tuesday. “ They will 
not be making decisions neces­
sarily, but they will be her work 
crew. So students (from) the 
Sculpture 108 class and a few 
others who have shown some in­
terest will be helping her 
throughout the next two or three 
days installing the show.”
Saar is here in conjunction 
with Women’s Week and Black 
History Month.
'Í
Betye Saar'i “Shadows and Sacrata" looms ovar har as sha praparas for Friday’s opanlng. K.M. CANNON/Mustang Dally
“ We wanted to do it as part of 
Women’s Week and ... as part of 
our exhibit schedule,” Hewitt 
said, “ She sounded like a really
powerful person to be getting, so 
when we found out we could, we 
made sure it coincided with 
Women’s Week.”
Saar is very much in demand, 
and many respond positively to 
her work, said Hewitt.
“ These pieces come from a 
very personal, very emotional
kind, of place,” said Hewitt. “ Of 
that genre of work she is the ‘in 
thing’ right now. There are an 
awful lot of people that are ob­
viously responding to her work 
and doing it.”
"Shadows and Secrets" will be 
on display in the University Art 
Gallery, located in the Dexter 
Building, until March 12. Univer­
sity Art Gallery hours are 11 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. seven days a week and 7 
to 9 p.m. on Tuesday and Thurs­
day.
2  -  D A Y  S P E C IA L S  Feb. 9 10
$1.99 $2.99
LUNCH SPECIAL DINIIER SPEC IA L
(Good from 11 :(XM:00) (Good from 5:00-9:00)
INCLUDES: CHICKEN 
TERIYAKI wA/BOETABI£S{ 1 
STEAMED R ice  1J
INCLUDES: BEEF TERIYAKI
m e Q R ic i
6ÀLA0
f n Ü . ' Ä r ^ r ' T a k e - O U t R -  5 4 3 - 3 4 7 6
CAREER PLANNING 
WORKSHOP
Sponsored By The 
Counseling Center
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 14, 21 & 28
3 - 5  p.m.
No Cost To Students or Staff
Sign up by Calling 756-2511
ANIM AL
DOCTOR
Has your Rabbit been lim ping around town lately? Is 
your Fox acting a little  sheepish? Your Beetle flying  
on one w ing? M ayb e  it's tim e for a tune-up.
At G erm an  A uto w e re fom ilior w ith the pro­
blems that p lague your'beost — problems that ore  
often too in tricate  for mo4t bockyard mechanics. 
W e'll help you get top perform ance, and w e II cotch 
oil the m inor problem s thot could save you some big 
bills la te r on. Coll us today for an appointm ent.
T rust German Auto
Speciêh/mg in Po'$Cf>e u^Oi BU\  ^ (Î V0»<i<^ êQen Ajtprr'otìiies
273 Pacific Street. San Luis Obispo 543-7473 
916 N orth  Broadway. Santa M aria  CA 022-1202
Let’s Talk Turkey.
Monday & Tuesday 
February 27 & 28
at
The Placement Center
At Louis Rich, a major subsidiary of Oscar Mayer/Phillip Morris, we 
enjoy a world-wide reputation for pure quality. This market acceptance 
and our continued dominance and growth in the processed meat field 
has created exceptional opportunity. And, we Invite quality individuals 
with majors/degrees in Ag. Eng., ME, EE, Ind. Tech., Food Science, 
Animal Science or Business to sit down with us and talk about a future 
with Louis Rich. Please contact your placement office today, to schedule 
a time to meet with our recruiter on campus, (Monday 8  Tuesday, 
February 2 7  8  2 8  at The Placement Center). Or, for more information, 
please send all inquiries to: Louis Rich Co., Attention Personnel, P.O. 
Box 1141 ,  Dept. S L 0 2 2 7 , Tulare, CA 9 3 2 7 5 .
Equal Opportunity Employer
Louis l^ch
J ,
f  " A  X-  j t '
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Songwriter and musician Judy FJell will br­
ing her songs of peace, ecology, politics and 
feminism to Chumash Auditorium Saturday 
at 7 p.m. as part of Women’s Week. Admis­
sion is free for students with ID, $3 non­
students.
The Cal Poly music department will spon­
sor a Jazz Band Concert today at 11 a.m. in 
the UU Plaza.
The SLO Folk Music Society presents 
Critlon Hollow String Band in concert 
tonight at 7 at the Coalesce Bookstore Cha- 
I pel in Morro Bay. Admission is $7.
Vocalist and mandolin player Barry 
Kaufman will perform romantic dinner music 
at Berardi and Sons Restaurant in Paso Ro-, 
bles every Friday during February from 7 to 
9 p.m.
t A c A t e y
Helena Hale will perform her one-woman 
play O’Keeffe Sunday at 7 p.m. in Chumash 
Auditorium. Hale, 67, plays artist Georgia 
O’Keeffe, in her 80s and living alone in 
Albuquerque, NM. Part of Women’s Week, 
the show is free with Cal Poly ID, $3 seniors, 
$4 general.
The San Luis Obispo Little Theatre will 
perform Karma! The Cosmic Credit Card
through Feb. 18 at 8 p.m. at the Hilltop 
Theatre. Steve Martin (not the comic, but the 
mayor of Paso Robles) directs his fourth local 
play, a satirical comedy about the irony of 
life. Tickets are S9. Call 543-3737 for reser­
vations.
The Great American Melodrama and 
Vaudeville in Oceano is performing Arsenic 
and Old Lace through March 5. Wednesday, 
Thursday and Sunday shows are S9, Friday 
and Saturday, $10. For reservations, call 
489-2499.
O f C f
An artist’s reception for Beiye Saar’s 
sculpting exhibit will be held Friday from 7 
to 9 p.m. at the University Art Gallery in 
Dexter Building. The exhibit will coincide 
with Black History Month and Women’s 
Week.
illusionistic water media paintings and 
monoprints by local artist Evani Luplnek will 
be on exhibit in the Cuesta College Art 
Gallery through Feb. 22.
Art and Technology is on display in the 
UU Galerie through Feb. 19. Works by 
Hungarian artist Gyorgy Kepes, plus four 
other artists are included in the exhibit.
Opening this weekend:
Barfly — Mickey Rourke and Faye 
Dunaway in a well-done film about the darker 
side of night life. Palm Theatre.
Consias — Stars Ted Danson, Isabella 
Rossellini and Sean Young in a romantic 
comedy about the changing lives and loves of 
two families. Festival Cinemas.
Daagerons Liaisoas — Finally. Glenn 
Close, John Malkovich and Michelle Pfeiffer 
in a sexual romp through the 1800s, chock 
full ‘o’ passion, deception and push-up bras. 
Mission Cinemas.
Koyaaaisqalsi — Alphabet soup? No, it’s
Famlnist musician Judy FJall will perform at Cal Poly Saturday night.
really a critically acclaimed film by director and Geena “ Beetlejuice” Davis completes the 
Godfrey Reggio with music by Philip Glass, love triangle. Watch for it at Oscar time. 
Rainbow Theatre. Mission.
Tap — Gregory Hines and Sammy Davis Three Fugitives — Martin Short and Nick 
Jr. in, you guessed it, a virtual plethora of Nolte. A definite thumbs down, but if you 
tap dance moves. Festival. have S5.50 to throw away, go for it. Festival
The Fly II — "Like father, like son,’’ reads Madonna.
the ad. The ultimate in family entertainment. 
Festival.
Special Events:
Who’s Harry Crumb? — John Candy in a 
comic attempt. Festival and Mission.
Working Girl — Another holiday winner.
Hour of the Star — Director Suzanna Harrison Ford, Melanie (Mrs. Don Johnson) 
Ameral, 37 with nine children when she Griffith and Sigourney “ Apewoman" Weaver
entered college, made this film in 1985, a in a romantic comedy set in the workplace.
Portugese flick about a 19-year-old im- Festival and Mission,
migrant lost in her new world. Monday, Feb.
13 at 7:30 p.m. in Chumash, S3 students.
Frida — This Spanish film traces the inte­
rior and exterior pathways of Mexican paint­
er Frida Kahio, as well as her stormy mar­
riage to Diego Rivera. Preceded by a 30-
minute documentary on Rivera. Saturday, 7 
p.m., SLO Art Association, Mission Plaza.
Now playing:
ete.
Beaches — Bette Midler and Barbara Her-
The l4iugh Asylum will split Cal Poly’s 
sides Friday at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. in 
Chumash Auditorium. Bay Area comedians 
Will Durst, Mickey Joseph and Ken Diaz will 
be the featured acts. Advance tickets are
shey in what many consider Midler’s best 5^.75 students, $4.75 public, $1 more at the 
performance. They play best friends who doof*
choose opposite lifestyles in this comedy/ The UU Art Galerie is sponsoring a trip to
drama. Festival Cinemas and Madonna Hears! Castle for art buffs Saturday, Feb.
Plaza. 18. Tickets are $14.99, including transporta-
Her Alibi -  Tom Selleck and Paulina »'on. Deadline for sign-ups is Monday -  con-
Porizkova in a romantic comedy. Madonna. dmiU**^^'"* 756-1182 for
Mississippi Buraiag — Gene Hackman and j  r
WillOT ••ChriM" D .fo i in •  powerful rncial „ * , ‘**"“  f™"’
siruulc nim set in the 1960,. FeslivU and .“ o '“ - *■“ P/“ ' ”' * ' l “  i « " ' -
Miss"nCinemas. L'm f  in’l l .  '  c ’T8:30 to 10:30 a.m. in Cal Poly s Dance Studio
Raia Maa It’s very long, but very well (Crandall Gym annex). The 25-member dance
done. Dustin Hoffman brilliantly plays an
autistic, Tom Cruise is his long lost brother.
Fremont Theatre.
The Acddeatal Tourist — William Hurt is 
a travel writer, Kathleen Turner is his wife
T '
This folk-lookin’ gaggla of rockars la tha Crftton Hollow String Band, playing tonight In Morro Bay.
c o mpa ny  is co m p o sed  o f  v e te ran  
choreographers and performers who are cur­
rently on tour. Call 756-1465 for more info.
Typed submissions to Spotlight calendar 
are due Tuesday noon for Thursday publica­
tion. Send to Spotlight, c/o Mustang Daily, 
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, CA 93407.
LAUGH
From Spotlight page 1
was missing the boat, so I wrote 
some jokes and went up on 
stage,’’ Joseph said. " It all 
started from there."
Besides making people laugh 
for a living, Joseph owns his own 
traffic violator’s school. He 
teaches classes on Saturdays.
"Between taking my kids to 
the zoo, changing diapers and 
working, there’s not a lot of time 
for anything else," Joseph said. 
"My kids are great — a great 
source of material too — and my 
little girl likes what I do."
When asked if he has ever 
worried that the audience won’t 
laugh, Joseph said, "No, that’s 
how funny I am. 1 never worry 
about that but Durst does."
Durst said he has a recurring 
nightmare about twice a month 
that he is doing a play, gets caIN 
ed in at the last minute and 
forgot to learn his lines.
“ That’s what I’m afraid of — 
going on stage and drawing a 
blank," Durst said.
Diaz will be the opening act, 
and he will emcee the entire 
show. Diaz emcees at most of the 
major clubs in the Bay Area and 
many comedy producers think of 
him as one of the great, new 
"up-and-comers."
Advance-sale tickets are $3.75 
for students, $4.75 for the public 
and may be purchased at Boo Boo 
Records stores and the Universi­
ty Union Ticket Office. Tickets at 
the door will be $I more.
1
\
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Credit-card style licenses 
to replace paper documents
State
LA County grew fastest in U.S.
SACRAMENTO (AP) -  
»'alifornia drivers’ licenses will 
Jook like credit cards beginning 
fnext year when the familiar 
■paper document is phased out 
land a plastic version introduced.
Delbert Pierce, director of the 
iDepartment of Moter Vehicles, 
Isaid the new licenses with a 
lagnetic strip will be easier to 
Ireplace, help businesses process 
(checks and enable police to write 
(tickets faster.
“ Each year in California over 
(800,000 people lose their drivers’
license,”  Pierce told a car 
dealers’ group Monday.
“ With this,’’ he said, “ you 
won’t have to come into a DMV 
office to replace it. You’ll call in 
and we’ll send you a new one the 
same day or the next day, just 
like American Express.’’
Police will be able to run the 
cards through their patrol car 
computers and print out cita­
tions, he said.
Computerized cash registers 
could read pertinent information 
from the licenses and print it on­
to checks.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Los 
Angeles County stands out as a 
crowd, according to a new report 
issued by the county’s Depart­
ment of Regional Planning.
The county posted the largest 
population gain of any county in 
the United States during the 
first eight years of this decade, 
the report said.
As of Jan. 1, the population of 
Los Angeles County was 
8,407,400, an increase of 930,000 
people since 1980, according to 
the report, released Tuesday.
An estimated 199,300 people 
moved into Los Angeles County 
in 1987 alone.
The city of Los Angeles grew 
by 368,4(X) this decade, pushing 
the population to 3,336,900. The 
report cited the rise as the 
largest population increase for 
any city in the country.
During the last six months of 
1987, Los Angeles’ population 
growth was the largest of the 
county’s 85 cities, with a gain of 
58,000 residents.
Other parts of the county ex­
periencing rapid population 
growth during the last six mon­
ths of 1987 included Palmdale, 
with 11,800 new people; Long 
Beach, 11,200; Lancaster, 8,500; 
Burbank, 3,550; Walnut, 3,300,
and Glendale, 2,800.
County population estimates 
used in the report were based on 
building permits, so officials say 
the growth may have been even 
greater since the homeless and 
multiple families living in single 
units were not considered.
“ The state Department of Fi­
nance has a different type of 
model using 15 variables such as 
sales tax and school enrollment 
and they came up with a county 
estimate 150,000 higher than 
ours for the year ending Jan. 1, 
1988,” said Terry Bills, a 
research analyst for the regional 
planning department.
Sex therapists face an AIDS dilemma
NATURAL FOODS MARKET'
:o
Buy your sw eetheart 
any Kiss My Face 
body care product 
and get a special 
VALENTINE'S DAY Q. 
T-Shirt for only $4.95  
(while supplies la st)^
570-3 Higuera 544-5330 San Luis Obispo
Located In the Creamery
LOS ANGELES (AP) — AIDS 
is forcing sex therapists to con­
front new ethical issues in 
deciding how to treat patients 
with the virus.
“ Do we ... have the right to 
withhold treatment of sexual 
dysfunction in patients who have 
a potentially lethal disease?’’ Dr. 
Brenda Lightfoote-Young, of the 
Sepulveda Veterans Administra­
tion Hospital, asked in January’s 
issue of The Western Journal o f 
Medicine.
The ethical dilemma was il­
lustrated by the case of a 55- 
year-old AIDS-infected man who 
was unable to have an erection. 
Before the man’s AIDS infection 
was diagnosed, a sex therapy
clinic had promised him a device 
to help him achieve and maintain 
erections. After it was known 
that the man had AIDS, he said 
that clinic staff members were 
stalling him.
“ This patient had frequented 
bathhouses before his positive 
(AIDS) test and was ambivalent 
regarding his sexual practices in 
the future,” Lightfoote-Young 
wrote in a letter to the journal. 
“ He made no commitment ... to 
use his newly functional penis 
inside a condom.’’
The man got the device after 
promising to wear a condom and 
inform any sex partners that he 
was infected, she said in an in­
terview.
Among the questions this case 
raises, said Lightfoote-Young, 
are, “ By what measure can we be 
responsible if a patient does in­
fect another person while using a 
device to enhance sexual func­
tion?
“ If we do not treat sexual 
dysfunction in (AIDS-infected) 
patients, are we infringing upon 
the rights of the individual, as 
this patient alleged?
“ And what of society and our 
responsibility to the health of 
potential partners? Are the pa­
tient’s verbal assurances suffi­
cient, or does there need to be a 
formal psychiatric assessment of 
a p a tien t’s stab ility  and 
reliability?’’
Two Great Cal Poly 
Gift Books
Membership prompts club 
to include bisexuals in name
The London Experience
Selected drawings, paintings, 
poems, and short stories 
by Cal Poly students
CAL POLY
I -
and faculty. $25.00
‘ I
//
Cal Poly: A 
Photographic Portrait
Filled with beautiful 
photographs of our 
campus. $37 JO
In response to a growing 
awareness of the Gay and Les­
bian Student Union’s diverse 
membership, a motion was 
recently adopted to change the 
name of the organization to 
Gays, Lesbians and Bisexuals 
United (GLBU). The motion was 
passed unanimously by club 
members.
The name change reflects a 
need long felt by the club to bet­
ter represent its bisexual 
members, and bisexuals on cam­
pus who may not have known 
that a club existed for them.
People interested in the club 
are welcome to come to the 
meetings, which are held each 
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in FOB 24-B.
Rose Float club opens design 
contest to artists, non-artists
Now available in the General Books PfpL
ElCbnoJ Bookstoie
The design contest for the 
1990 Cal Poly Rose Float will be 
open for entries until Thursday, 
Feb. 16 at 5 p.r.i. The Rose Float 
Committee will select a design 
based on originality, practicality 
and creativity. No artistic expe­
rience is required. Aesthetic 
beauty and accurate propor­
tionality are not necessary. The 
chosen designer will win either
two Rose Bowl tickets or $100. 
Designs must be submitted on 
white poster board no smaller 
than 18 by 24 inches, and be ac­
companied by a typed descrip­
tion. Submissions may be left in 
the Student Life and Activities 
Center in the University Union. 
For more information call the 
Rose Float Committee at 756- 
1268.
'T ,
S U N D A Y  B R U N C H
at
V i s t a  G r a n d e  R e s t a u r a n t
Every Sunday from 9 am-2 pm on Grande Avenue
Q
C
Beef, Chicken, Fish, Pasta, Desserts, 
Fresh green salads, Jello, Eggs, Sausages, 
Potato Salad, Rice, Ham, Breakfast Pastries, 
Muffins, Fresh Rolls, and more...
I yr ^  Buffet only $5.95
P E S i  A U P A N  ' Call 756-1204 for Reservations
DREAMSCAPE 
Graphics Specializes in 
Student Graphic Needs!
• R6sum6s
• Placement Center 
Interview Forms
• Mac^IBM Software/
Disk Conversions
• Senior Project Format- 
ting/Printing
• Graphs & Charts for 
Class Presenutions
• Club Shirts & Graphics
5 4 1 -6234
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Poly will get funding to join 
UCSB’s new research center
6C COPIES • 5C
OPEN TO 
MIDNIGHT 
MON - THURS
FRIDAYS TO 6 00 
SATURDAYS 
10:00 TO 5:00
OPIES • 5C COPI
Your FuU-Senrice COPY a n d  GRAPHICS C enter
PRINT-QUALITY COPIES 
TYPESEHING 
RESUMES 
STATS & More. . .
SELF-SERVE
MACS
$6.00/hr
Laser Prints 35c
FO O TH ILL  PLAZA • 775 FO O TH ILL BLVD. • SAN LUIS O BISPO  • 544-3625
k MAQNTOSH
MEMORY SALE!
2 MEG SIMMS- 
was $699...
1 MEGSIMMS- 
was $299...
NOW $589 
NOW $239
l£ J L ctvoiiablG in the Cornputef Dept 756-5311
MAC MEMORY UPGRADES ON SAIE UNTIL FEB, 24!
Students and professors from 
Cal Poly will participate as part 
of a national research effort when 
UC Santa Barbara forms a new 
research center to develop com­
ponents for the electronic devices 
of the 21st century.
Cal Poly is scheduled to receive 
$250,000 of the $11.7 million 
five-year budget for the Center 
for Quantitized Electronic Struc­
tures. Additional funding is ex­
pected t h r ough  the year  
2000,pending review.
The UCSB center, known as 
QUEST, is one of 11 science and 
technology centers to be 
developed across the United 
States to promote basic research 
on complex, long-term problems. 
The centers will be funded by the 
National Science Foundation, 
which chose the sites in a na­
tionwide competition.
UCSB researchers will explore
electronic devices so small they 
cause electrons to behave dif­
ferently than they do in normal 
materials. The goal is to discover 
the properties of electrons con­
fined in atomic-scale structures.
Cal Poly’s initial role will be to 
probe the interactions of those 
confined electrons with the nor­
mal vibrations of the material.
Both g r a d u a t e  and 
undergraduate students will be 
involved in the centfer’s activi­
ties. q u e s t ’s first-year budget 
includes funds for two Cal Poly 
senior projects in addition to 
support for a master’s degree 
candidate.
Cal Poly is the only other uni­
versity included in the center’s 
funding. Rockwell International, 
Hewlett-Packard, and Sandia 
National Laboratories will also 
participate.
—CSU Stateline
On the trail of something new?
This calls for an investigation!
Purveyors of a large selection of 
Mystery Books, Games, and Unique Gifts!
__ If this is a lazy
day...w e mail 
anywhere!
10% discount to Cal 
Poly students.
10-5 everyday 
except Wednesday.
927-5277 780 Arlington St, Cambria
Û
Finest On The Central Coast
Order a heart-shaped 
pizza for that 
someone special and 
include a message to 
that person inside 
the box!
This offer is good only on 
V alentine 's  Day, Tuesday Fedruary 14, 
so don't forget your Valentine!
PIZZA (12"- 14"- 16")
WC DELIVEPI
549-9392
2318 BROAD ST. 
SAN LUIS OBISPO
HOURS: Tuesday-Thursdov l ':3 0  dm  -9:00 pm 
Friddy & Sdturddy 11:30 dm-10:00pm •  Sunddy 4:00pm-9:00pm o
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Panel votes unanimously against Manson parole bid
SAN QUENTIN. Calif. (AP) -  
A parole board on Wednesday 
rejected freedom for the seventh 
time for mass murder Charles 
Manson, convicted leader of the 
i nfamous  “ f a m i l y ”  that  
murdered pregnant  actress 
Sharon Tate and eight others.
“ He’s still at war with society 
and definitely a danger,” said 
Albert Leddy, chairman of the
three-member panel of the state 
Board of Prison Terms, which 
voted unanimously against  
parole for Manson.
Manson declined to attend the 
hearing after a dispute over 
whether he would be shackled 
during his appearance.
The board considered the latest 
psychiatric study and his prison 
history, which listed six citations
for behavioral problems since his 
last hearing.
“ He is vicious and he is terri­
ble,” Steven Kay, a deputy 
district attorney from Los 
Angeles, told the panel. “ He cer­
tainly is one of the most vicious 
killers we have ever had in the 
history of our country.”
Kay called Manson the “ best 
advertisement that Californians
have ever had for the death 
penalty.”
Outside the prison walls, three 
men and a woman dressed in 
black demonstrated in favor of 
Manson’s bid for parole, waving 
signs, one of which read, “ Find A 
New Boogieman, Give Charlie A 
Break.”
“ It’s sort of a human rights 
thing,” explained Tina Williams
of San Francisco, one of the 
demonstrators.
“ Everybody in America should 
be allowed a fair hearing and he 
didn’t get one.”
Manson, saved from the gas 
chamber by a state Supreme 
Court decision overturning 
California’s death penalty law, is 
serving a life prison term.
Classifiedi
**SAM**
SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OG 
MGT
MEETS THURS11AM AG ENG 123 
ALL MAJORS WELCOME!
AES
MEETING TOPIC.
MUSICAL INSTUMENT VS. HIFI 
AMPLIFIERS 
OLD AG 10-111, THURS, FEB 9 
6 PM MILK AND COOKIES!
FMA ELECTIONS
Elect Current VP Prof Relations 
Mark Stupeck for PRESIDENT 
Df FMA Feb 9 11:00 
Graphic Arts 106
TRIATHLON CLUB meets every 
piilonday Science North 201-6pm
SREAK tMAY FOR AN ADVENTURE M 
SAJAI Kayeking A enorkeling on 
ratal Mua aaaa A camolng on
eluded beaches 7days$650 Trans­
lation extra contact Lost 
horizons 541-4141 or GuUivers 
[ravel on campus for detailsll ____
: a R E E ^ pT a NNING WORKSHOPS 
Fe b  14TH, 21 ST, 28TH 3-5PM 
lESPERSEN HALL 756-2511 
[ ‘Must Attend all three sessions“ _________
'HAPPY B-DAY 
KIM JASERIE
From Steve, Pascale, 4 Richard
lAPPY bTr THDAY 
KAREN
HAVE A WONDERFUL DAY 
LOVE ROB
^appy Happy Day Kimberly Faust
four the Greatest DR____________________
■fAPPY TWENTY PATTy '
LUV DEBBIE
'  K7MJ<AflE,ROB,ROB,BRrAN, 
CECN.,DENNY AND ANDY;
THANKS!
FOR SHOWING ME WHAT THE LIFE 
OF BEING 21 IS LIKE!!(I think'?!) 
Nilicce drink at Bull's!!!!!!
Massive hangover!!!""
LUV KATH
i LISAWEETMAN
Call Mark X4118 To See Sandy B
ORCHESIS
You guys are great' 
Incredible Show.Now get some rest 
ILOVE YOU ALL!!
-Laura Clark_______
Planned Parenthood of SLO 
177 Santa Rosa 549-9446 
FOR WOMEN AND MEN 
Confidential, affordable 
reproductive health care
TEST TAKING SKILLS SEMINAR 
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 14TH 11AM-12PM 
CHASE HALL ROOM 104 756-1256
...... GAMMA PHI BETA'S............. .
Grab your RED HOT dates for an 
awesome time at the formal 
It's going to be a BLAST!!
HE WHO IS MEEK DOES NOT LEAD. 
APPLY FOR MEMBERSHiP-UU BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS-SEE JOAN IN UU202
KNOW WHAT?
The 1st SKI CLUB bus to TELLURIDE 
I'i full We cant take a 2nd bus 
unless It fills up THIS WEEK! So 
get your money in NOW!! Ski Club 
tabte-UU 10-2 M - F _____________
Mustang Daily 
Classifieds
HAS A c o n v e n ie n t  DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U U INFO DESK 
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
PROVE YOUR 
LOVE
HAVE KCPR BROADCAST YOUR 
VALENTINE'S DAY MESSAGE
TO THE WORLD'
IN U U THRU TUESDAY
SIGMA NU^Al 'ENTINES ROSE^ALE 
Send your favorite honey 
a rose anywhere in the U S 
for only $5 00
U U Plaza Feb 3-10 10am-2pm
VNT TO BE A SENATOR??
School of Engr. has opening until 
next elections Must have 2 3 gpa 
kpps in Deans office, due 2-21
CCPR PHONE-O-RAMA CLUE #4 
rBEELINE FROM BAKER’S 
CITCHEN TO YOSEMITE WHAT 
lUILDINQ IS IN THE WAY?'*
ILY ONE CLUE LEFT!
LISTEN TO 91.3 FMFOR 
>ETAILS
ALPHA EPSILON PI 
CONGRATULATIONS X DEUT 
We re so proud of you!
Taus Hang in there,
Wb love you! 
•The little sisters
ATTN: ZTA WINTER FORMAL DATES 
THANKS FOR AN AWESOME TIME'!!!
Bela Theta Pi Rush Events.2/14- 
Beta Banzai 2/14-meet the Betas- 
2/16-Heaven4Hell party 2/t7-Wsstern 
party 2/19-BBQ 2/21-Tahiti party 
2/22-Smoker;For info CALL Jeff 
Smith 541-5756 or Steve Moss 541- 
9436 Rush Beta or Don't Rush at ALL
CONG^RATS Diane S. Kelly K.. on your 
ENGAGEMENTS and to Karon R, Kristy 
D , Nicole D.. and Angela G on your 
PINNINGSJ^Westoked" Li^AXO
Congratulations
to the
ALPHA CLASS of
SIGMA PI
you guys did 
great'
DELTACHI
SPRING RUSH CONTINUES...
SAT 11 AUTO RALLY'BBQIanbold12Noon 
at the House 
Sun 12 BOWLING Night!
7 30pm at Mustang Lanes 
For info call 549-9849 
HOUSE 555 RAMONA DR NO 153-160
DONT FORGET VALENTINE'S DAY"^
Send your sweetheart a balloon-a-
gram' Gamma Phi's are selling
the in the U U -Feb 9th, 13.14th _
ÊN Hitchcock I Luv You' Hoover 
You mean so much to rne! KAO
FEBRUARYII ~
TEAMPIKE^_
GAMMA PLEDGES OF AOH Get 
inspired...the best has yet to 
come. Love your Active Sisters
KAPPA ALfHHA ThCTA 
THE SISTERS OF AOII CONGRATU­
LATE YOU. GOOD LUCK'
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA ~
Softno Rush
Comedy N»gN. M oT^13/89  
at the house 7 OOP M 
The Lambda Slide Show W M  2/t 5/89 
at the Monday Club Located at 
1815 Monterey St at 7 OOP M 
Caribbean Cruise Night Thurs.
2/16/89 Meet at the house 6 00PM 
TGIF. Party. Fri.2/17/89 at 3:00 
P.M at the house 
Ricci's Italian Dinner, Tues 
2/21/89 at 7:00P.M at the house 
Casual Night. W M 2/22/89 
Starting at 6 30P.M at the house
House Address 
1617 Santa Rosa St 
San Luis Obispo 
544-9913
PHI KAPPA PSI
S w e e t h e a r t  R u s h
Tuesday Feb 7, W 4 Cheese 8 00pm Semi 
Formal Thursd^ Feb 9, Thursday Night Live 
8 00pm Friday Feb 10. TG 3:00 (Invite Only) 
Any Ouestions call Brad 543-9652
ROGER OF KAPPA SIGMA
I COULDNT HAVE PICKED A 
BETTER BIG BROTHER THANKS FOR 
EVERYTHING! LET THE GOOD TIMES 
ROLL!! YLB
SIGMA PI
IS
Coming Around the Corner!
SAE RUSH
SPRING 1989 SCHEDULE
FEB.12 IFC Meet the Fraternities
Business Building
FEB.13 OPENING NIGHT:HOLLYWOOD 
ODDFELLOWS HALL 520 DANA ST 
FEB.15 CASABLANCA;CASINO NIGHT 
ODDFELLOWS HALL 520 SANA ST 
FEB.16 SLIDESHOW 
MONDAY CLUB 1815 MONTEREY ST 
FEB.21 MARDI GRAS 
ODD FELLOWS HALL 520 DANA ST 
FEB.22 GUEST INTERVIEWS 
BAM-5PM U.U. 219 
FEB.23 SKOKER
MONDAY CLUB 1815 MONTEREY ST 
FEB.25 SORORITY EXCHANGE
With SIGMA KAPPA DETAILS TBA
All Events Begin at 7pm.
For Infi or Rides Call 
Roger at 541-1417
ZTA
ARE HOT!
ZTA Basket-ball is here.. 
WATCH OUT!!!
Cal Poly Doubles Tennis Tourrrey 
FEB 17/18 at 3pm at Poly Courts 
S«gn-up ASAP at R w  Sports'UU119 _
TheW O ZinSLO
Yes.the fourxler of Apple Computer 
will be speaking at the Banquet 
for Engineering VYeek • Feb 24 
Tickets are only 8 dollars for 
students ar>d faculty and may be 
purchasM at the deans office 
upstairs in Bldg 13
JUMP IN! SKYDIVE This weekend at 
the Paso Airport Call 544-4438
MONIGHT MOVIE AT THE FREMONT ”  
PINK FLOYD S THE Vt^LL 
FRIFEB 10 SAT FEB 11
TONGUE
-N-
GROOVE
ROCKS THE ROSE AND CROWN 
FRI FEB 10 and 
Baia s 
Sat Feb 11
TUNAGFSLO'S FINEST SELECTION 
OF MUSIC FOR DANCES. PARTIES 4 
GREEKS FREEBIRD SOUND 541-2401
BRACELET found m English Bldg 
last week Now turr>M in to 
Lost 4 Found
SAPPHIRE RNG LOST FRI 2-3 89 
4-prong gold nxxmt-of great 
serrtimental value R E w R D  
CALL 544-9176
SU N G LA SS^ LOST B L A C R j^ ^ fr  ON 
MON JAN 30 PLEASE CALL TODD 
549-8813
WALKMAN FOUND Jan 18 at the 
PEACE CORPS U U Table 
call and describe 756-5017
DO YOU WANNA DANCE?! 
CALL KCPR AT 544-4640 AND 
WE LL BRING THE PARTY MACHINE 
TO YOU!
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING 
CALL KAREN AT 544-2692
TO the DATES of the Alpha Chi's 
We ve got the Luv Bug for you!! 
Get Excited for Feb. 10!!
TREASURE HUNT
Clearance Sale at Suzanne4Company 
The newest addition to the SLO 
contemporary clothing scene 
only the best consignment 4 new 
Ap^rel 4 AcMsories 1804 Osos
TELLURIDE,
Colorado.Mar 25-April 2nd Includes 
5 day ski pass.lodging.transpor- 
lation An d  a HELLOFALOT MORE!' 
Wb're working on bus 2 so get your 
money in! SPACES ARE LfMlTED
EARN THOUSANDS-stuffing envelopes
RUSH $1 00 4 S A S E to
Lori- 132 Mustang Dr SLO.CA 93401
DOUGLAS RANCH CAMPS hiring 
Counselors/instructors for summer 
in Carmel Valley 2/10 See Place­
ment Center
IF 'yOu T ^  INTe F^STED IN BECOMING 
A RESIDENT ADVISOR IN ONE OF THE 
CAL POLY RESIDENCE HALLS. JOIN US 
AT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING INFORMA­
TION SESSIONS
February 6 7 p m  Sequoia Hall 9p m  Yosemite 
Hall
February 7 7 p m. Muir Hall 9 p.m. Santa 
Lucia Hall
February 8 7 p m Fremont Hall 9 p m. Sierra 
Madre Hall
February 9 7 p m Tenaya Hall 9 p m Trinity 
Hall
February 13 7 p m Yosemite Hall 9 p m 
Sequoia Hall
February 14 Happy Valentine s Day 
February 157p.m TrinityHall9p.m Fremont 
Hall
February 16 7 p m Sierra Madre Hall 9 p m 
Muir Hall
LAST CHANCE SESSION 
Tuesday. February 26 7 p m Yosemite Hall 
IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION, 
CALL THE RESIDENT STUDENT DEVEL- 
qPM ENT OFFICE AT 756-3396 ________
Optometrist Looking for frame Sty
list Will tram you for this rewa
rding but demandirmCareer positio
n.Must love peopie.oe conscientio
us and enthusiastic for this full
time position.Send Resume to Box
6040,Los Osos 93412 Thanks __  _
STUDENTS NEEDED TO WORK MmT w  
V©EO PRODUCTION POOL ON AN 
AS-NEED BASIS EXPERIENCE 
PREFERRED. BUT NOT NECESSARY 
DEPENDIBILITY A MUST!
APPLICATIONS TAKEN IN 
BASE- RM 25 FROM 8 TO NOON.
W3uld you like to work with kids 
In the High Sierras this summer 
Write-Bob Stem 4009 Sheridan Ct 
Auburn. Ca 95603(916)823-9260
81 CAPRI HTCHBK/LVRS.6-CYL.AT 
PS PB.AC.ORIG OWNR.XLNTSTEREO 
CASS S32M X2783day773M37EVE
Apple IIC-Monitor and stand 
mcluded-Won m Contest Never 
used! Only $700 466 9154 or X2982
IBM PCjr
w printer and software 
$425 call Penny 541-2737
MAC SE 2-600k Drives.20 MEG HO. 
and 1 MEG Ram W EXTKEYBO and 
Imagewriter LO. Less than 1 mo Old 
$39000ollars Call Anytime. Steven 
at 541-6441__________________ ____
Maemtosh 512K expanded memory 
with software 929-3920 Beth 8to5
UNIVEGA 1 2 -S P E E a ^ 7 T ^ Y M P U S ~  
POCKET 35-MM CAMERA $35 STEW 
541-4596
79 SUZUKI GS42S WITH HELMET.
GLOVES AND HANDBOOK $350 
543-9178
85 AERO 50
GREAT FOR GETTNO AROUND TOWN 
$375 541-9595
1965 PUCH MOPED 
1400 nvles double seat 
$275 Firm
can 549-9143 between 12-6pm
YAMAHA RAZZ Great Shape runs 
super $500 or BO 546-0608 Ivmsg
84 300ZX LOADED NEW TIRES 
ONE OWNER TTOPS MUST SELL 
$6000 528-8945
84 Pontiac Fiero AC PW PM Sunroof 
AMFM/cass low miles new eng $5995 
OBO Patty EVENINGS 238 -10^
FREE CAR WkSH AND DETAIL!! 
When we TEFLON your car! B Sharp 
M ^jte  TEFLON Polishing 541-8649
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for 
$44 through the U S government'/ 
Get the facts today!
Call 1-312-742-1142 Exi 8545
1 ROOMATE NEEDED THRU SCHOOL 
YRT GARAGE.WkSHERiDRYER.HOTTUB
FURN W/DESKABED 3M FRO CAMPUS 
250$/B q  CALL 543-2204 MARK
Female roomate wanted 4 spr. own 
room mcl utilities$275-546-9019
GIANT ROOM FOR RENT IN HUGE HOUSE! 
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS'$230ea to 
share plus util wash/dry. cable 
Fun roommates, great view' CALL 
KIM OR JODY 543-7258 or 
PAT 544-0890 or 544-4735
M/F roommate needed ASAP $295 
(10Oea-share) M T  549-9931
Male roommate needed-Spr Otr 
share rm 205/mo near Poly 
544-8294 ask for David D
ROOM FOR RENT 
female roommate needed to 
live w/ three easy going.fun 
girls $285 00/lease Pool, 
laundry,own room. Call Shirley 
549-0806
Wanted; Female roomate
to take over my lease starting 
spring quarter. Share room m 
furnished apartment, very close 
to Poly All utilities included 
except phone and electricity 
Contact Kristin Davis 541-0454
WE NEED ROOMMAtI ^
543-4950
FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12 
MONTH LEASE 543-1452
Large 2BDM 1BTH DUPLEX $540/M0 
AVAIL Yesterday Call 544-0257
Our STUDIOS are next to Cal Poly, 
quiet.fully furnished irKludmg 
microwaves, and reasonably priced 
at $390/mo They're filling fast 
so call for rnore info 543-4950
OWN rmH o u s e  c l o s e  t o  t o w n  W /6
GARAGE AVAIL NOW FUN CLEAN M/F 
543-4846
AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS A HOMES 
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET 
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Tower confirmation vote deiayed over new allegation
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
confirmation vote on Defense 
Secretary-designate John Tower 
was delayed for at least 10 days 
as senior Democrats on the 
Armed Services Committee said 
today the FBI was reviewing 
allegations about the former 
senator’s finances.
At the White House, press 
secretary Marlin Fitzwater said 
the new allegation “ relates to 
Sen. Tower’s activities while he 
was in the Senate.’’ He refused to 
elaborate but said President 
Bush still stands by Tower and 
expec t s  t ha t  he will  be 
confirmed.
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., the 
Armed Services Commit tee 
chairman, told reporters he could 
not vote to confirm Tower until 
the latest allegations were 
checked, and said he had told
President Bush that at a White 
House meeting on Tuesday 
night.
“ I told the president frankly 
that 1 have serious concerns, and 
I also stated that if a vote was 
held immediately as some have 
urged, I would vote no because of 
these concerns,’’ Nunn told 
reporters.
“ There arc new allegations of a 
financial nature which are now 
being checked in the Tower 
nomination,’’ he said.
The administration had been 
pushing for a vote this week but 
dropped the request after Nunn 
and the ranking Republican on 
the Armed Services panel. Sen. 
John Warner of Virginia, met 
with Bush.
“ They really can’t vote until 
this matter is checked out,” 
Fitzwater said.
The spokesman said Nunn’s 
assertion that he would vote 
against Tower if a vote were held 
now was “ disappointing, very 
disappointing.’’
The second-ranking Democrat 
on the committee. Sen. James 
Exon of Nebraska, said the latest 
FBI report on Tower could not 
be complete by Friday, when the 
Senate is scheduled to begin a 
week-long recess.
“ As a practical matter, they 
can’t draw it out too long,’’ Exon 
told reporters.
The Senate majority leader, 
George Mitchell of Maine, said 
on the floor of the Senate that all 
members of that body wanted a 
chance to thoroughly review the 
FBI report on Tower, and 
therefore, “ I don’t see how it is 
possible to bring the matter to a 
vote this week.’’
Republicans immediately 
rushed to defend the nominee.
The Senate Republican leader. 
Bob Dole, said in response to 
Mitchell that he had spoken with 
Tower on the telephone this 
morning and found him “ upbeat 
about the nomination.’’
“ He is aware of the new 
allegation,’’ said Dole, adding 
that Tower thinks his nomina­
tion should be confirmed and “ he 
is hanging in there.’’
Another Republican on the 
committee, William Cohen of 
Maine, said that “ once these re­
maining questions are answered, 
(Tower) will have considerable 
support, bipartisan support, both 
of the committee and on the 
Senate floor.’’
And Cohen cautioned against 
allowing the Tower nomination 
to turn into a “ partisan wrangle’’
be t ween  Democra t s  and 
Republicans.
“ Ninety percent of the allega 
tions are garbage,’’ said Exon, 
specifically disputing a rumor 
that Tower had an affair with a 
dancer who had defected from 
the Soviet bloc.
The remaining allegations, he 
said, concerned Tower’s drinking 
habits and his ability to avoid a 
conflict of interest with defense 
contractors from whom he col­
lected more than $1 million as a 
consultant.
Tower went to the White 
House this morning for a 
regularly scheduled breakfast 
with Secretary of State James A 
Baker and national security ad­
viser Brent  Scoweroft in 
Scoweroft’s office, said Fitz­
water. Bush did not attend.
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1404 Auto I’ark Way 
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WASHINGTON (AP) — 
George Bush is proposing to 
rescue the savings and loan in­
dustry with >a 30-year, $200 
billion financing plan that would 
ease the pain in his administra­
tion and shift the cost to the 
future.
In fact. Bush, despite propos­
ing the biggest government 
bailout ever, will achieve an im­
mediate $200 million savings in 
the 1990 budget he submits to 
Congress on Thursday, making it 
easier to keep his “ no new taxes” 
pledge in his first budget.
Bush would spend only $1.9 
billion in tax dollars on the pro­
blem in 1990, compared with $2.1 
billion proposed by the outgoing
Reagan administration.
Reagan called for outlays of 
$18.3 billion in fiscal years 1990 
through 1993, $3.1 billion more 
than Bush would spend in his 
first four budgets.
Bush is easing his own budget 
pain in two ways. He would 
spread the cost over 30 years. 
And he would shift some of the 
budget outlays into the current 
fiscal year.
The president would increase 
1989 spending to $11.1 billion, 
up from $8.7 billion in the 
Reagan budget. That won’t cause 
any problems because the 
Gramm-Rudman deadlines re­
quiring automatic spending cuts 
have all passed for 1989.
“ That is the accounting sleight 
of hand that is in the Bush plan,” 
said Rep. Charles Schumer, D- 
N.Y., a member of the House 
Banking Committee. “ It’s not 
that taxpayers are going to be 
paying any less, but that it 
shows up less on the budget.’’
Bush would spread costs 30 
years into the future, but, 
Schumer added, “ I suppose Bush
doesn’t plan to be president for 
30 years.”
Treasury Department official' 
who devised the Bush plan
declined several requests for in­
terviews Tuesday and Wednes 
day.
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